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ABSTRACT
According to the ideology of the “racial democracy,” the high rate of
miscegenation and absence of legal segregation resulted in the absence of racial
discrimination in Brazil. This ideology was incongruent with reality. On every level social, political and economic - nonwhites were subordinate to whites. During the
military dictatorship (1964-1985), the government rejected dialogue and social policy on
the issue of racial inequality, exacerbating the marginalization of the nonwhite
population. Nonetheless, it was an important period for the development of racial
consciousness. The main argument of this thesis is that both the elite and the nonwhite
population perpetuated the ideology of the “racial democracy” to support their own
interests. The elite used the “racial democracy” to keep race out of the question and
maintain white superiority in the social hierarchy. The nonwhite population used the
“racial democracy” as an attempt to cope with the incongruence of the “official ideology”
with reality.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1983, congressman Abdias do Nascimento presented Project of Resolution N.
58-A to the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies. The Project was for the creation of the
“Negro Commission.” In collaboration with the existing Commissions of the Chamber of
Deputies and with organizations of the Afro-Brazilian community, the Negro
Commission was responsible for “proposing legislative measures in regard to the rescue
of [Afro-Brazilian] history and in respect to the [Afro-Brazilian] ethnic and cultural
identity; in the interest of the education, professional training, employment, insurance,
housing and health of the black population of Brazil.” 1 The Project of Resolution
concluded by saying “only we will be able to construct an effective and democratic ethnic
equality in our country, refusing complicity with lies and false values, and unveiling the
true face of race that presides in our social relations.”2
Do Nascimento presented this project during one of the most violent and
repressive times in Brazilian history: at the end of the period of authoritarian rule known
as the Ditadura Militar (1964-1985). In regard to race, the government firmly maintained
the traditional ideology of the “racial democracy.” According to this ideology, the high
rate of miscegenation and absence of legal segregation resulted in the absence of racial
discrimination in Brazil. Do Nascimento and the proposed “Negro Commission” attacked
the “myth of the racial democracy” as the most effective instrument of racial domination.

1

Abdias do Nascimento, Combate ao Racismo: Discursos Pronunciados e Projetos Apresentados
pelo Abdias do Nascimento (Brasília: Coordenação de Publicações, 1983), 23.
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The Chamber of Deputies responded Article 153 of the Brazilian Constitution
proclaimed, “All are equal in the face of the law, without distinction of sex, race,
occupation, religious creed and political convictions.” The Constitution guaranteed to any
person the same rights. Thus, the Chamber argued the project was discriminatory for
dedicating exceptional attention to crimes against only the black race. On June 14, 1983,
the Commission of the Constitution and Justice voted unanimously for the
unconstitutionality of the “Negro Commission.” On every level - social, economic and
political - nonwhites were subordinate to whites. But the strength of the ideology of the
“racial democracy" overpowered the reality of racial inequality.
The main research question addressed by this thesis is “How did the ideology of
the ‘racial democracy’ affect the identities and actions of the nonwhite population in
Brazil during the military regime?” The initial hypothesis was that in the absence of
official dialogue and policy concerning racial inequality, the nonwhite population
internalized the ideology of the “racial democracy” and accepted the established racial
hierarchy as “common sense.” I based this hypothesis on early theories in anthropology
and the social sciences about the silence surrounding the issue of racial inequality and the
limited support from the black population for the black activism movement. The personal
testimonies of archival sources and ethnographic research in Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo proved the initial hypothesis and the theories on which it was based to be incorrect.
The main argument of this thesis is that both the elite and the nonwhite population
perpetuated the ideology of the “racial democracy” to support their own interests. The
elite, who I qualify as the government and white upper class, used the “racial democracy”
to keep race out of the question and maintain their own superiority in the social hierarchy.
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The nonwhite population used the “racial democracy” as an attempt to cope with the
incongruence of the “official ideology” with reality. I support my main argument with
four substituent arguments that address the historical and theoretical framework on the
development of race relations in Brazil from the time of slavery until the end of the
military regime in 1985.
In Chapter One, I argue the ideology of the “racial democracy” developed from
other ideologies on race in Brazil that were incongruent with history. Following abolition
in 1888, the government “erased the stain” of slavery from Brazilian history by
destroying the written record of slavery and discouraging discussion on the subject. This
lack of knowledge and discourse led many to think of slavery in Brazil as “benevolent”
or “humanitarian” compared to other African slave-holding societies. The truth of the
atrocious physical and sexual abuse of slaves refutes the ideology that were was anything
“benevolent” about slavery in Brazil. On the other hand, in the sense that abolition was
not accompanied by revolution or blood spill, the ideology of “peaceful abolition” in
Brazil was true. The “continued unity and stability of the social order,” however, was
dependent on the ability to accommodate the influx of hundreds of thousands of blacks
into free society. There were no social guarantees provided to help them enter the labor
system. The result was that the majority of former slaves resumed work under essentially
the same conditions or joined the masses of the unemployed. Although Brazilian society
was unprepared and unwelcoming, the stigma attached to blackness did not prevent the
high rate of miscegenation from continuing. Since abolition, and particularly during the
period between 1940-1980, the mixed-race identifying population grew. This growth was
considered evidence of racial harmony. Nevertheless, the racial hierarchy developed by
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gradation and was dominated by the notion of white superiority. These ideologies of
benevolent slavery, peaceful abolition and miscegenation were incongruent with history
but persisted because they supported the ideology of the “racial democracy.”
In Chapter Two, I argue the period of the Ditadura Militar (1964-1985) was an
important period for the development of black activism and race consciousness.
Following the uncertainty of the post-abolition economy, Constitution of 1891, and
federal monopoly of the Getúlio Vargas administration, the Brazilian military led and
executed the o golpe de estado (government coup) in 1964. The government legitimized
the violence and repression of the military regime based on the early success of the
economic development model incorporated within the Doctrine of National Security. The
growing “economic pie” was not evenly distributed, exacerbating the “cycle of
cumulative disadvantage” of the nonwhite population. Beginning in the 1930s, the black
activism movement pursued legislative action against racial inequality. Throughout the
1960s and 1970s, however, the National Security Law considered the mere discussion of
the “race question” subversive. When the price of oil skyrocketed in 1973, the economic
growth proved to be short-lived and the government was forced to respond to popular
pressure for democratization and began the period of the Abertura Democrática
(democratic opening). During the military regime, the nonwhite population suffered
censorship, economic hardship and political misrepresentation in the interest of economic
development and income concentration among the wealthy, predominantly white,
minority. The moderate liberalization of the Abertura Democrática opened space for the
black activist movement to reappear in the political arena to contest the issue of racial
inequality and the fallacy of the “racial democracy.”
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In Chapter Three, I argue the nonwhite population recognized the existence of
racism but did not believe race was an effective mechanism for change. The valorization
of “whiteness” was naturalized in Brazil. In both the economic and political spheres,
wealthy whites occupied the highest positions of authority and influence in Brazilian
society. Many dark-skinned Brazilians believed that marriage to lighter-skinned partners
provided the greatest chance for social and intergenerational mobility. The valorization of
“whiteness,” however, was accompanied by the denigration of “blackness” and white
resistance to interracial marriage. In Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo in 1980, less than five
percent of all marriages were between whites and blacks. This aesthetic hierarchy was
one form of institutionalized racism in Brazil. Help-wanted ads commonly circulated
requesting applicants “com boa aparência” (literally “with good appearance”) and were
interpreted to mean “blacks need not apply.” Didactic material and the media likewise
almost exclusively depicted whites. When nonwhites were depicted, it was in socially
prescribed and moderated roles that articulated their inferiority. Although the ideology of
the “racial democracy” did not agree with the reality of racial discrimination, nonwhites
avoided involving race. They instead explained racial discrimination as another, less
socially-stigmatized form of discrimination. These “aversion strategies” to the issue of
racial inequality included qualifying racism as brincadeiras (joking) or class
discrimination. The nonwhite population testified to their knowledge and understanding
of racism but socially prescribed discursive norms made explicit discussion of racism
inappropriate. Consequently, they believed that race was an ineffective mechanism for
change because calling attention to racism was thought to make an already bad situation,
worse.
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In Chapter Four, I challenge the traditional argument that the limited support from
the black population for the black activism movement was caused by their inability to
connect discrimination with racism. I argue the extremism of the black activist message
estranged the nonwhite population. In the name of the “true fraternity of the black
people,” the black activist message excluded and stigmatized the white elite as the “white
dominator” that perpetuated the “oppressive system” of social relations in Brazil. The
message sought to reach beyond the individual black man or woman to bring together an
active black community. This is evident in common phrases such as “the formation of our
race,” “recuperation of our identity” and “assuming our blackness.” Through the reeducation of the black population on the history and reality of racism in Brazil, the black
activist movement fought to tear down the social taboo and bring the issue of racial
inequality into free and open discourse. The limitation was not the legitimacy of the fight.
It was that not all “Afro-” or “black” Brazilians racially identified as black and thus, did
not identify with the “black” activist message. In 1980, almost ninety percent of the
nonwhite population identified as pardo. The legacy and ideology of miscegenation was
not only an attempt on behalf of the elite to disguise racism. Many nonwhites genuinely
identified with their mixed-race heritage and not with the activist message for “African
solidarity.”

I hope this thesis will contribute to the body of literature on race in Brazil an
intimate analysis of the history and nature of racism in the “racial democracy.”
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Note on Racial Terminology
The racial term I use for the “black” population in Brazil is “nonwhite.” This term
refers to the collective black (preto) and mixed-race (pardo) identifying component of the
Brazilian population. I chose to use “nonwhite” based on the research done on social
mobility in Brazil by Brazilian sociologist Nelson do Valle Silva. According to the 1976
National Household Survey, whites (brancos) had significantly higher monetary returns
for occupational experience and educational investment than either pretos or pardos.
Furthermore, 17.6 percent of the difference between the average incomes of brancos and
pardos could be attributed to racial differences in the labor market. The corresponding
figure for the difference between brancos and pretos was 14.6 percent. Silva concluded
the nonwhite racial group did “no violence to reality” because of the “unexpectedly
similar profiles” of pretos and pardos. 3 I agree with this conclusion and chose
“nonwhite” instead of “black” or separate analysis of pretos and pardos. I also decided
against the traditional “Afro-Brazilian” category because not all Brazilians with African
heritage racially identified with it. I develop this idea further in Chapter Four.

3

Nelson do Valle Silva, “Updating the Cost of Not Being White in Brazil,” chap. in Race, Class and
Power in Brazil, ed. Pierre-Michel Fontaine (Los Angeles: The Regents of the University of California,
1985), 54.
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CHAPTER ONE
OFFICIAL IDEOLOGY
French anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu wrote, “relations of domination have the
opacity of permanence of things and escape the grasp of individual consciousness and
power.”4 The permanence of white supremacy in the social and economic hierarchy
persisted from the time of slavery to post-abolition in Brazil. But it did not “escape the
grasp” of the individual Brazilian that the elite maintained white supremacy through the
continued racial subordination of the nonwhite population. In this chapter, I examine the
“official ideology” of race in Brazil, where it started and how it was established. I argue
that the official ideology of the “racial democracy” developed from other ideologies of
race that were incongruent with reality. Following abolition, the elite quieted discourse
on the history of slavery, allowed miscegenation to continue and avoided legalized
segregation. In doing so, they made the racism “nonexistent” in Brazil and laid the
foundation for the ideology of the racial democracy to continue during the period of the
military regime.
Benevolent Slavery
According to Bourdieu, until such a system exists that will objectively ensure the
continuance of the established social order by its own motion, the dominant class is

4

Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1977), 184.
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“obliged to resort to the elementary forms of domination, in other words, the direct
domination of one person by another… i.e. slavery.”5 After 1500, the establishment of
the Portuguese colony of Brazil marked the beginning of the modern slave plantation
economy in the Americas that influenced hemispheric developments for the next four
centuries.6 As early as 1510, enterprising colonists began to plant sugar. By 1600, Brazil
was the single most important source of sugar to Europe. Although African slaves were
in Brazil since the Portuguese arrived, they were not the initial labor force employed in
sugar production. From 1540 to 1570, Indian slaves were the dominant labor component
in the developing sugar mills in the Rio de Janeiro region. 7 The decline in the
effectiveness of Indian slave labor, from susceptibility to disease and increasing Crown
hostility toward Indian enslavement, combined with the growing wealth of Brazilian
planters, led to the mass importation of African slaves after 1570.
During the nineteenth century, Portuguese importation of slaves from Africa to
Brazil peaked at 1.6 million and by the end of the internal slave trade in 1888, 3.5 million
African men and women had been forcibly brought to Brazil.8 (Fig. 1) The positive
correlation between the increase of slave importation and the evolution of coffee
production in the late nineteenth century is significant for the development of the
southeast region of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Whereas the sugar-producing states of
5

Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, 190
Herbert S. Klein and Francisco Vidal Luna, Slavery in Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 13.
7
Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 27. Although sugar was cultivated in Rio de Janeiro since the 16th
century, there began a major expansion of the sugar estates in the second half of the 18th century when Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo became the centers of production of both mascavo (brown sugar) and aguardente
(brandy made from sugar). Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 69.
8
Anthony W. Marx, Making Race and Nation: A Comparison of the United States, South Africa
and Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 49. Estimates vary considerably on the number
of slaves brought to Brazil. Abdias do Nascimento contended that as many as 16 million African slaves
were imported alive. Abdias do and Nascimento and Elisa Larkin Nascimento, Africans In Brazil: A PanAfrican Perspective (Trenton: Africa World Press, 1992), 89.
6
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the northeast initially received the majority of the slave trade, by the mid-1800s, São
Paulo housed the third largest slave population in the country at 156,612 in 1872. The
first and second largest slave populations were in neighboring Minas Gerais and Rio de
Janeiro, respectively.9 The reversal of these population proportions was a result of the
interprovincial slave trade that flourished between the northeast and southeast following
the legal end to the African slave trade in 1850.10

Figure 1. Estimated annual African slave arrivals to Spanish America and Brazil, 15611570 to 1661-1670. Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 22.

The sheer number of African slaves brought across the Atlantic to Brazil made the
institutionalization

of

the

ideology

of

the

“racial

democracy”

an

amazing

accomplishment. The majority of the population in pre- and post-abolition Brazil was
underprivileged, impoverished and of African descent. The elite utilized several different
arguments to deny the existence of continued racial inequality in post-abolition society.

9

George Reid Andrews, Blacks and Whites in São Paulo, Brazil, 1888-1988 (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1991), 26. This number constituted 19 percent of the population of the state of São Paulo
in 1872.
10
Andrews, Blacks and Whites, 34. In 1819, one half of the slaves in Brazil were located in the sugargrowing provinces of the Northeast and 37 percent in the coffee states. By 1872, these proportions were 32
percent for the Northeast and 59 percent for the Southeast.
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Anthony W. Marx introduced the first of these arguments under the heading “The Myth
of Brazil’s ‘Humanitarian’ Slavery.”11
Modern historians and contemporaries concluded the arrangement between slave
and master in Brazil was inscribed in officially “humanitarian policies,” purportedly
“comfortable” and “ambivalent” in comparison with the atrocity that was slavery in the
United States and South Africa.12 In 1891, Brazilian Minister of Finance Rui Barbosa
authorized the destruction of government records of slavery. As late as the 1980s,
Brazilian historians were confronted with their lack of knowledge about the history of
Africa, which remained largely outside the realm of university curriculum (this of course
is not to say anything of what little knowledge the general populace had of slavery). Their
unfamiliarity with the history of Africa and of slavery in Brazil led many to idealize the
African continent and to think of slavery as a “benevolent institution.”13 Such an attitude
was not limited to the late rise Brazilian scholarship or scholarship in general, as is
evident in the writing of Austrian-American historian and sociologist Frank Tannenbaum
in 1946. Upon arrival in Brazil, Tannenbaum said, “slaves were treated as though their
bondage was the result of ‘misfortune’ rather than inferiority, and therefore ‘carried no
taint.’”14 That is not to suggest that Brazilian slavery was not physically harsh. Even
Gilberto Freyre, an infamous advocate of the “mildness” of slavery in Brazil, was aware
of the cruelties committed by slave masters or the severe consequences of slavery in

11

Anthony W. Marx, Making Race and Nation: A Comparison of the United States, South Africa and
Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 48.
12
Marx, Making Race and Nation, 51.
13
Ana Lucia Araujo, Public Memory of Slavery: Victims and Perpetrators in the South Atlantic (New
York: Cambria Press, 2010), 38.
14
Frank Tannenbaum, Slave and Citizen (New York: Knopf, 1946) cited by Marx, Making Race and
Nation, 50.
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general.15 Bans on the killing or injuring of slaves were largely ignored. Laws against the
pervasive whipping of slaves were implemented only two years before abolition. Slaves
were locked in at night to prevent escape. Many times, children were buried to their
necks during the day to free parents for work.16 Even more abhorrent is the written and
visual evidence of the use of iron or tin masks on slaves in order to prevent them from
eating dirt or drinking liquor. (Fig. 2) This particular practice of Brazilian slavery is one
that historian Carl Degler concluded had little or no counterpart in the United States.17

Figure 2. Slave Mask. Brazil, 19th century.

15

Carl Degler, Neither Black nor White: Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and the United States
(Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1971), 68.
16
Marx, Making Race and Nation, 51.
17
Degler, Neither Black nor White, 70.
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There are numerous personal accounts that contradict the ideology of
“benevolent” slavery.” One such account is the journal of an English gentleman, Thomas
Ewbank, who vacationed in Rio de Janeiro in the early 1850s. Like other foreign travelers
to Rio, Ewbank was impressed “not only by the natural splendors of the wilderness that
hemmed the city but by the human bodies that clogged its elite parlors or, alternatively,
those that ran, limped, and collapsed - and certainly despaired - along its narrow, muddy,
and stinking streets.18 He was referring, of course, to African slaves. At the auction
houses, “rows of young creatures were sitting, their heads shaved, their bodies emaciated,
and the marks of recent itch upon their skins” among others who lay wasting from
disease and hunger, “evidently too sick to sit up.”19 Spilling onto the city streets, naked
and oily with sweat, coffee-bag carriers from outlying plantations bore their masters’
exportable products on their backs or in carts laden with “an overload for an equal
number of mules or horses.”20 Ewbank himself witnessed that those empowered to rebel
underwent the “heaviest and cruelest instruments of torture…doubling the bodies of the
victims into the most painful and unnatural positions.”21 Foreign travel testimonies are
subject to certain biases and rhetorical styles, especially recognizing the anti-slavery
pressure mounted by the British in the early nineteenth century.22 However, they provide
valuable insights to the nature of slavery in Brazil, especially during the years just after

18

Thomas Ewbank, Life in Brazil: or, A Journal of a Visit to the Land of Cocao and the Palm (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1856), cited by Robin E. Sheriff, Dreaming Equality: Color, Race and Racism in
Urban Brazil (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1959), 1-2.
19
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1822, 1823 (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, 1824), cited by Sheriff, Dreaming Equality, 2.
20
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Co., 1856), cited by Sheriff, Dreaming Equality, 2.
21
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For more information on this movement and the British influence on the abolition of the slave trade
in the Americas see Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 295-319.
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the abolition of the African slave trade and only decades before the abolition of slavery in
1888.
The lack of knowledge and available information about slavery limited
scholarship. It also limited open discourse on the subject of slavery in public and at
home. During her fieldwork in the favela Morro de Sangue Bom in Rio de Janeiro,
anthropologist Robin Sheriff rarely encountered an informant who could recall hearing
stories from the era of slavery. Paulinho was an exception. His great-grandfather had
boldly gathered his children and grandchildren together to tell stories of when he and
their ancestors were bound in servitude. “My great-grandfather told about all that,”
Paulinho recounted “stories so bad that he would wind up crying, the poor guy, and then
he would change the subject because he was crying so much.”23 Paulinho remembered
feeling angry and confused by the stories, asking himself, “My God, what was done to
my great-grandmothers, my great-grandfathers?”

Do Nascimento echoed Paulinho’s

sentiment in recounting childhood memories of living with his grandmother in São Paulo.
Soon after abolition, she was committed to an insane asylum. Do Nascimento wrote,
“Even in the hazy naïveté of a child’s view, the horrors of the enslavement she had
experienced with her family stood out clearly in the anguish of this lunacy that never
afforded her a real escape.”24 These accounts of slavery, both witnessed and lived, stand
in contradiction to the ideology of “benevolent” slavery long propagated in Brazil. They

23

Robin E. Sheriff, Dreaming Equality: Color, Race and Racism in Urban Brazil (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1959), 65.
24
Nascimento and Nascimento, Africans in Brazil, 7. The insane asylum referred to here is named
Juqueri and is still in operation today in São Paulo. The institution was photographed in 1989 by Brazilianborn photographer Claudio Etinger and can be viewed under the album entitled “Madness” at
http://www.claudioedinger.com/portfolio.html.
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are also useful examples of testimonies that challenge the myth of the “racial
democracy.”

Peaceful Abolition
Brazil was the last country in the Americas to abolish slavery. After forty-eight
years of legal manipulation and ever-strengthening international pressure, Princess Isabel
declared the “Golden Law” (Lei Áurea) of abolition on May 13, 1888.25 However, by the
time of abolition, the institution of slavery had lost momentum. The high rate of
manumission had significantly decreased the number of slaves to whom the Golden Law
granted the “gift” of freedom. Although the high rate of manumission and of reproduction
were never able to support the natural growth of the slave population in Brazil, the rate of
movement from slave to free status was striking almost from the beginning. In the
eighteenth century, the majority of African slaves were located in the gold-mining camps
in the province of Minas Gerais. The number of forros (both those freed in their lifetime
and those born free) in Minas Gerais numbered at 123,000 by 1786, closely rivaling the
174,000 slaves recorded in the province that year.26 When a large percentage of the slave
population moved to Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo in the nineteenth century, the
percentage of the black population recorded as free actually claimed the majority. In
1872, there were 490,087 forros in the province of Rio de Janeiro as compared to
292,637 slaves. The corresponding figures for São Paulo were 680,742 and 156,612.27
These numbers indicate that the declaration of the Golden Law did not affect as many as
the magnitude of the slave trade to Brazil implied. Florestan Fernandes, in the centennial
25

Marx, Making Race and Nation, 55.
Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 52.
27
Klein and Luna, Slavery in Brazil, 184-185.
26
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year of 1988, estimated that 600,000 remaining slaves were given their “freedom” that
day.28
The second argument used to support the official ideology about race concerned
abolition and the integration of the already or recently freed colored population into
Brazilian society in the late nineteenth century. There was no revolution for abolition, no
bloody conflict directly demanding emancipation in the days before May 13. The
government and elite maintained that the “peaceful abolition” of slavery in Brazil
demonstrated the continued unity and stability of a social order capable of carrying out an
arresting transition achieved elsewhere only with fighting and bloodshed.29 Freedmen and
freedwomen were suddenly made their own masters. However, “during the breakdown of
the seigniorial and slaveholding order in Brazil, no support or social guarantees of any
kind were provided for the former slaves to help them enter the free labor system
following their release” from bondage.30 No one, not state, Church nor former master,
was charged with the preparation of the freedman or freedwoman for his or her new life
and work. In the repercussions of this transition, we find evidence to refute the claim of
“peaceful abolition,” recognizing the cruel social conditions into which freed slaves
entered in 1888.
The popular newspaper in Salvador da Bahia, A Tarde, published an editorial in
1962 titled “Untruths” (Inverdades). In reference to the idea that there could be inferiority
based on race in Brazil, the editorial said “in every scientific inquiry made it will be
found that the aptitudes of all of the races are equal. What makes the difference is the
28

Florestan Fernandes, “Luta de Raças e de Classes,” Teoria e Debate 2 (March 1988), cited by Marx,
Making Race and Nation, 55
29
Marx, Making Race and Nation, 55.
30
Florestan Fernandes, The Negro in Brazilian Society (New York: Columbia University Press, 1969),
1.
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inequality of opportunities that they encounter.”31 Florestan Fernandes contended that
those opportunities available to freedmen and freedwomen in 1888 were two-fold: to
choose between reentering the production system under repressive working conditions,
essentially the same as the previous ones, or the concomitant deterioration in their
economic situation by joining the masses of the unemployed.32 Whether they acquired
land or not, ex-slaves were mostly found to still be living in the areas of the old plantation
regimes and at the lowest level of their socioeconomic systems.33 Only escape from these
areas could provide any hope for advancement. But even then, the kind of labor a
freedman or freedwoman could perform and what level of socio-political participation
was available to them limited their economic success in out-migration. That availability
was not accommodating. The Constitution of 1891 did not establish universal suffrage,
limiting the right to vote only to literate males. The percentage of the Brazilian
population that was literate in 1890 was only 14.8 percent. The new horizon of freedom
already had definite boundaries to the latest, black additions to free Brazilian society, no
matter how “peacefully” abolition came to pass.34

Miscegenation
Circumstances were not promising for freedmen and freedwomen in Brazil.
Neither were they for their former masters or the dominant white class. Slavery was an
institutionally justified process of domination and exploitation. Although George Reid
Andrews contended that these groups anticipated the inevitable end of slavery and that
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abolition came “through the spontaneous will of the masters,” they were no more
prepared than their black counterparts for the influx of hundreds of thousands of blacks
into free society.35 The change threatened the established hierarchy with collapse if no
solution were found. We will consider how Brazil chose to counteract this problem in
terms of different kinds of action. I argue that the Brazilian elite realized the system
capable of objectively ensuring the reproduction of the established order by its own
motion to which Bourdieu referred. Brazil surpassed slavery, the “elementary form of
domination.” The dominant classes only needed to let the system that they already
dominated take its own course.36
Do Nascimento, writing from Dakar in 1976, said “from the legal abolition of
slavery in 1888 to the present, this scheme [of “the systematic liquidation of the
African”] has been continued by means of various well-defined mechanisms of
oppression and extermination, leaving white supremacy unthreatened in Brazil.” 37
Immediately following abolition, the elite encouraged miscegenation (miscigenação or
mestiçagem) between whites and nonwhites.38 This may seem strange. In the mid to late
nineteenth century, the eugenics debate about racialism that took root in Europe and the
United States had equal if not more profound effect in Brazil.39 In 1888, the Brazilian
elite believed blacks were biologically inferior to whites. The ultimate goal of
miscegenation was to maintain white superiority in the established racial hierarchy.
“Eugenics was above all an aesthetic-biological movement concerned with beauty and
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ugliness, purity and contamination, as represented by race,” explained Nancy Stepan. It
was “a movement of ‘race improvement.’” 40 The elite, however, responded to the
problem of post-abolition society by encouraging the genetic amalgamation of its’
inferiors. This choice was contradictory to the goal - contradictory, but not ineffective.
Thomas Skidmore argued “Brazil never had the option, at least after the midcolonial era, to enforce racial endogamy, or its implicit biracial assumptions, because too
many persons of color (primarily mixed bloods) had entered free society—by birth or
manumission.” 41 Few nonwhites had penetrated elite society but the opportunity to
concretize racial barriers had already passed. Thus, Brazil turned eugenics on its head,
accepted the doctrine of “innate white supremacy” and argued that through
miscegenation it would prevail. 42 The ideology of miscegenation was the system
Bourdieu claimed could ensure the reproduction of the established order by its own
motion. The rates of interracial marriage and reproduction were extremely high during
slavery. All the elite needed to do in post-abolition society was allow the mixing to
continue.
Today, the enormous mixed-race population in Brazil is taken as evidence of
extensive interracial marriage and little or no racial prejudice.43 Racial mixing was the
salvation, not “mongrelization,” of Brazil. An infamous rationale of the Brazilian
experience with miscegenation is attributed to Brazilian sociologist, Gilberto Freyre. In
his doctrine of Portuguese colonialism, called “Lusotropicalism,” Freyre argued the
tropical civilization created by the Portuguese in Brazil was an accomplishment
40
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attributable to only this one European colonizer, and above all, to their racial tolerance.44
This tolerance and the “legacy of the Portuguese libido” solved the problem of race in
Brazil.45
The ideology of miscegenation affected both racial identity and culture. Concern
for this effect is evident in the black activist call for the re-vindication of Brazil’s African
heritage during the latter years of the dictatorship. 46 Thales de Azavedo argued
miscegenation was like “other mechanisms of interaction between individuals and color
groups.” “[Miscegenation] is particularly interesting to social anthropology and to
sociology because of its function of cultural homogenization and social integration.”47 It
undermined Afro-Brazilian solidarity and opportunity for mobilization because under
miscegenation, upward social mobility was accomplished through assimilation to
European values, manners and aesthetics. 48 This amalgamation was the intention of
miscegenation. Whites prevailed in society because they “whitened” the population.
Regarding active versus passive “whitening” (embranquimento), Thomas
Skidmore argued the Brazilian elite foretold and consciously pursued their own success.
They believed “blacks and mulattos would continue to have fertility rates below
replacement levels like those during the slave period, and thus via miscegenation, the
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goal of whitening Brazil could eventually be achieved.” 49 Skidmore supported his
argument through the example of Brazilian anthropologist João Batista. In London in
1911, he presented a paper that estimated the Brazilian population would pass for white
in one century.50 Perhaps by other means, such as the exclusion of race from the national
census on multiple occasions or the emphasis placed on white aesthetics, the Brazilian
elite perpetuated this ideal of “whitening.” However, there is not enough proof to
conclude that the elite perpetuated the act of miscegenation and “whitening,” as
Skidmore suggested.
We are able to pose the question of elite action versus inaction to another postabolition phenomena. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there was an
inpouring of immigration from Europe to the Brazilian southeast, especially to Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo. Between 1890-1930, São Paulo received over two million
European immigrants. Half had trans-Atlantic passages paid for by the Brazilian
government.51 The predominantly Italian and German immigrants who settled in Rio de
Janeiro or São Paulo came as laborers to work on coffee plantations or in budding urban
industries. 52 The free labor base was lost and the Brazilian economy needed an
alternative. The “justification” section of Project of Resolution N. 58-A for the Creation
of the Negro Commission, referred to this economic theory as the “conventional
Brazilian economic theory, written by whites, that would say that these European
immigrants came to Brazil to satisfy an economic necessity.”53 Can the encouragement of
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European immigration also be considered an act of whitening on behalf of the Brazilian
elite? It may have been. On June 28, 1890 the government conceded “free entrance to
Brazil to all capable individuals to work, “excluding indigenous peoples of Asia or
Africa.” 54 Andrews, who argued that the ultimate goal of subsidized immigration was to
flood the labor market with workers to keep the cost of labor low, concluded “this was
intervention seemingly devoid of any racial content, but in fact by choosing to invest
funds in European workers, and refusing to make comparable investments in Brazilians,
the province’s planters, and the state apparatus which they controlled, had made their
ethnic and racial preferences in workers crystal clear.” 55 Subsidized European
immigration was an attempt to “whiten” the population of Brazil after abolition. This
does not, however, suggest the Brazilian elite perpetuated miscegenation. For these
reasons, I contend that the racial mixing, which has come to define Brazil and its people,
was result of the elite inaction, rather than action. Their success came not by making
miscegenation happen, but by allowing it to continue.
This thesis maintains a regional focus in the southeastern region of Brazil, Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo, and its relationship with African slavery and European
immigration. Initially, the influx of African slaves was accommodated by the northeast
(nordeste), shifting toward the southeast (sudeste) in the early nineteenth century.
Consequently, there were parts of Brazil that had greater numbers of African slaves (the
northeast) and that during the time of the dictatorship, had higher proportions of nonwhite
inhabitants.56 The mass European immigration to select destinations in Brazil (southeast
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and south) strongly influenced the culture of those areas as slavery had done earlier in the
northeast. Immigration influenced perceptions of race and racism. Entering into the
Brazilian labor force in low-level jobs and competing directly with blacks and mulattos is
thought by some American sociologists to have exacerbated racism in the southeast by
bringing racist ideologies with them.57 One informant of sociologist France Winddance
Twine in the small coffee growing town of Vasalia, Rio de Janeiro argued “racism exists
today because of the Italians who immigrated here. They don’t like blacks.”58 But the
newly arrived workers were not solely culpable. In part, the exacerbation was due to
employers, who promoted ethnic and racial antagonism within the labor force as early as
1891 and especially during years of intense labor agitation. Although there is evidence of
the Italian population combatting racism despite their employers’ subversive efforts,
there is also evidence that despite their appeals, immigrants were unable to break free of
their feelings of ethnic and racial superiority.59

What is “Race” in Brazil?
Miscegenation in Brazil is not a myth. The idealized notion of racial harmony
based on miscegenation, however, certainly is. It is astonishing such an ideology could
take root and last as long as it did given the reality of racism and racial discrimination.
The most powerful support for the success and benefit of miscegenation and of
“whitening” is fundamentally in the ambiguity of the classification of race. Brazil is
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considered the outlier of places where European settlers dominated African slaves.60
Because Brazil avoided both legal segregation and racial dichotomization, many
Brazilians and scholars of Brazil argued that Brazilians “have neither the ideological
conviction nor the stable target necessary to create and maintain consistently racialized
patterns of oppression.”61 In the absence of legal sanction for black and white, Brazilian
racial classification included as many as four hundred categories, from cinnamon
(canela) to coffee with milk (café com leite).62 That does not mean that a racial hierarchy
did not develop. The hierarchy developed gradually and by gradation, by degree of
darkness and lightness of skin pigmentation. An individual’s position on the social
hierarchy was determined by the color of their skin. On this color spectrum, the darker
the skin, the greater proportion of African ancestry was assumed. Furthermore, the
proportion of African ancestry was assumed to negatively correlate with socio-economic
status. As the proportion of an individual’s African ancestry went up, it was assumed that
their position on the socio-economic scale went down. For this reason, Brazilians often
asserted that racial discrimination was class discrimination. In other words, the black man
or woman in Brazil was discriminated against not because they were black, but because
they were thought to be poor.
Trying to nail down if and where a division can be made between color, race and
class in Brazil is an effort beyond the theoretical capability of this thesis. The work done
by Robin Sheriff is helpful in unpacking the general idea. Sheriff said color-race terms
are “an attempt to describe a person’s unique configuration of phenotypical traits, not
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their membership in a discreet [racial] category.”63 For example, while interviewing one
teenage boy (described as being particularly eager to participate in the study), he paused
when she asked him to identify his color. “He held his arms out before him, looking from
one to the other,” Sheriff related, in what she described was a common gestural response
to the question. “His skin was a bronze color and his hair was dark and very curly. He
chuckled and finally said, “moreno.”64 What most informants in Morro do Sangue Bom
were manipulating, Sheriff concluded, was language itself to describe themselves and
those around them.
Brazil did not, as did the United States, South Africa or India, legalize
segregation. The government and Brazilian elite explicitly avoided implementing
legislation that would suggest their involvement in determining the outcome of postabolition race relations (although the 1890 decree for European immigration is certainly
suggestive of what they preferred). Their determination to appear withdrawn from the
race situation allowed for the proliferation of the color-race identifications discussed
above. Any legislation concerning race likewise confirmed its “nonexistence.”
The weapon of choice in defense of the “racial democracy” was the 1951 Afonso
Arinos Law (Lei Afonso Arinos) that claimed to ban discrimination in public places and
employment. Afonso Arinos, however, was rarely reinforced. Zelbert Moore suggested
that the inefficacy of the Afonso Arinos Law was result of how it came into being.
Following an embarrassing incident when a São Paulo hotel denied entrance to black
American anthropologist and dancer Katherine Dunham, Brazilian officials were forced
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into action.65 It is questionable that the Afonso Arinos Law was the result of this one
incident but it is true that it made little or no positive change on racism in Brazil. Article
50 of the 1967 Constitution made an identical claim to punish by law anyone found guilty
of racial discrimination. Throughout the period of the military regime, however, countless
numbers of cases of labor and wage discrimination, not to mention police violence,
targeted nonwhite Brazilians and went without remuneration.66 The national census of
1970 likewise overlooked the issue of racial inequality by excluding the category for
race.
When the national census did include a category for race, the options were not as
accommodating as the opportunity to self-identify. Beginning in 1872, Brazil
incorporated the continuum of mixed ancestry color-race into the all-encompassing pardo
(literally meaning brown) category.67 From 1940 to 1980, the mixed-race identifying
population grew with each decennial census, from 21 percent in 1940 to 39 percent of the
national population in 1980. 68 Although this intermediate category grew, suggesting
increased miscegenation, it did not always grow under the name “pardo.” The 1980
census changed from the 1950 census, using mulata instead of pardo to signify mixedrace. When the 1976 Pesquisa Nacional por Amostra de Domícilios (National Domestic
Survey - PNAD) asked a subsample of respondents to freely state their color-race
identity, 35.5 percent identified as morena, not mulatto, and only 7 percent identified as
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pardo.69 How was it that the term pardo prevailed, seeing that given another category
from which to choose, respondents tended to choose the latter? It prevailed because the
intention of the census categories for race was not to represent perfectly emic color-race
identity.70 The mixed-race category served to create an intermediate category by any
name that easily quantified the “finely partitioned rainbow” of color-race terms between
black and white.71 In doing so, the government gathered statistical evidence to validate
the continued use of the ideologies of miscegenation, whitening and racial harmony.72
Historians and social scientists of race relations in Brazil began to rethink
Brazilian racial categories in the past forty years. Andrews, Skidmore and Do Valle Silva
have all challenged the distinction made between pardo and preto. Despite the flexibility
of color-race identity and the ambiguity of defining race in Brazil, the challenge was not
easily made. “Hallowed by centuries of usage,” wrote Andrews “and now deeply
engrained in Brazilian culture and attitudes, the distinction is a real one, with concrete
social consequences.”73 Nonetheless, there was abundant evidence to support the idea
that Brazil was much closer to a biracial model than scholars previously assumed. Nelson
do Valle Silva argued there was “no violence done to reality” by considering blacks and
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mulattoes (Silva does not use the term pardo) as a homogenous “nonwhite” group.74 In
monetary returns for both occupational experience and schooling, whites had higher
relative gains than nonwhites. Whites also obtained much greater rewards through the
process of intergenerational mobility.75 J. Michael Turner echoed Silva’s conclusion.
“The identification of being black,” Turner wrote, “even when one is termed mixed-race
or moreno, eventually comes to serve as the label used by society, far more noticeable
than a medical degree, an advanced university diploma, or a highly paid government
post.”76
Sheriff wondered whether the statistical base for the white-nonwhite division
would be reflected in how Brazilians of African descent talked about and conceived of
themselves in Morro Sangue de Bom.77 Elena, a self-identified black woman in her midforties, asserted without being explicitly prompted, “only white and black exist.” When
Sheriff asked her to explain her response, she said “That’s right, only preto and branco
exist. The other things don’t exist -mulato, moreno [all that]. We say mulato, but that
doesn’t exist, no. We’ve mixed it all up right? Branco, moreno, mulato, I don’t know
what all, but they don’t exist, no.”78 An interview with another self-identified black
woman, Rosa, echoed that of Elena. In response to Sheriff’s request that she name color
terms, Rosa responded:
Rosa: Preto, moreno, mulato, pardo, russo. If the hair isn’t straight, they’re negro
right?
Sheriff: And what else?
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Rosa: There are Japanese, for example, but they’re white.
Sheriff: OK, what does preto mean?
Rosa: Preto is preto, right? [We laugh.]
Sheriff: What does moreno mean?
Rosa: It’s preto also, right? It’s the same thing.
Sheriff: What does mulato mean?
Rosa: For me, that’s preto also.
Sheriff: What does pardo mean?
Rosa: Light-colored people with hard hair. I think it’s preto.79
In the opinions of these two women, the spectrum of color-race identity boiled down to
“if you’re not white, you’re black.”80 They stand in contradiction to the ideology of
miscegenation and the harmony it brought to Brazil. Nonetheless, the government
insisted that the growth of the mixed-race identifying population and the existence of
anti-racism legislation were proof there was no racism in Brazil.

The Myth of the Racial Democracy
“In Brazil, the tendency is to think that there is no racial preconception
that the country lives in a singular “racial democracy” where all are treated
equally. It occurs that the inexistence of racism is a part of Brazilian
nationality. Every country has their myths, and one of the Brazilian myths
is that the country is a “racial democracy.”81

The strength with which the Brazilian government and elite held to these
ideologies of race during the years from 1964-1985 is not surprising. The stability of the
political order and economy depended on the continued repression of the poor majority in
the interest of the wealthy minority. By maintaining the nonexistence of “racism,” they
kept race out of the question. Often, the elite assertion that race did not exist in Brazil
79
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was made with consternation. We will take as an example the dialogue from the Chamber
of Deputies on the day in 1983 that Abdias do Nascimento made the presentation entitled
“The Fight of the Black Race in Brazil: May 13 - Another Civic Lie.”82 Invoking the lost
history of slavery and Brazil’s African heritage, Nascimento sought to draw the attention
of the Chamber to the continued denigration of the nonwhite population. There followed
an exchange between Do Nascimento and various other congressmen, whose heated
responses to the presentation fought for what they clearly believed to be an obvious truth.
That “truth” was that there was no racism in Brazil.
Exceptionally vehement was congressman Raimundo Asfora, who politely began
his address to Do Nascimento by calling him “eminent congressman.” Nascimento
argued miscegenation meant acculturation and the “Europanization” of African culture.
Asfora rebutted, “this inheritance also weighs against the Portuguese, Iberian, European,
and in general, the South American components that constitute the Brazilian race. I am
going to call it the Brazilian race because here [in Brazil] no one can speak [in terms] of
white, black, mestizo or indigenous.”83 Sr. Asfora referred to his own mixed-Middle
Eastern ancestry as fittingly supportive of this conclusion. Congressman Gerson Peres
assumed the argument of his colleague, readily championing his mixed race background.
“In my blood,” Gerson said “there certainly runs black and indigenous blood, that must
be my origin. I pride myself for having it.” Both Asfora and Peres maintained that any
suffering of the people in Brazil was not due to racism. If it were, all Brazilians would
suffer because all Brazilians were “sons of Indians or sons of blacks.”84
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One last comment from this dialogue will testify to the extent to which the elite
argued in support of the ideology of the “racial democracy.” After Do Nascimento
expressed his intention to be “more sincere” than Sr. Asfora, the following exchange took
place between Do Nascimento and Peres:
Sr. Gerson Peres - Happy is the country like ours…
Sr. Abdias do Nascimento - …for the whites.
Sr. Gerson Peres - …that can have a black man, today, this afternoon, in
the Brazilian Parliament, saying what he wants, defending his thoughts,
his thesis and his principles.85
Sr. Peres’ comment is interesting for a number of reasons. First, it explicitly suggests his
opinion that a black man representing himself in Parliament is an important and
noteworthy event. However, according to the ideology of the “racial democracy,” any
Brazilian citizen had equal opportunity to represent themself and whomever they claimed
at any level of society. Sr. Peres also implied his recognition that there was in fact more
than one race in Brazil. Finally, Peres’ challenge is redolent of the notion that any
representation of the nonwhite, particularly black, population in the higher or elite levels
of society could justify the nonexistence of racism. In this case, the concept of
underrepresentation means to say the difference between the percentage of blacks in the
population and their elected representation in Congress. At the time of Do Nascimento’s
presentation in 1983, Nelson Carneiro of the PMDB party and representative of the state
of Rio de Janeiro was the only black senator in Brazil. Just three other black federal
deputies, Agnaldo Timoteo (PDT), Carlos Alberto Cao (PDT) and Haroldo Lima
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(PMDB) would have been in attendance.86 These four black men were 4 of the 479
representatives (0.84%) in the Chamber of Deputies between 1983-1987. Before 1983,
there had only been two black federal deputies, both of whom were elected in the
1970s.87
Conclusion
The ideology of the “racial democracy” developed from other ideologies of race
in Brazil that were incongruent with the reality of racial inequality. Nonetheless,
Brazilians continued to echo Gilberto Freyre and his assertions of racial harmony.
Immediately following abolition, the elite institutionalized the “nonexistence” of racism
by avoiding the question of race. They “erased the stain” of slavery by destroying
government records and discouraging public discourse. The consequent “non-history” of
slavery in Brazil exacerbated the continuation of racial inequality by leading many to
believe that slavery had been “benevolent” in nature. At the time of abolition in 1888, the
absence of violent conflict disguised the cruel social and economic conditions that
maintained the subordination of the nonwhite population. And in the absence of
segregation, miscegenation mixed the population together. Nonetheless, the racial
hierarchy developed by gradation, keeping white superiority intact. This was seemingly
accomplished without direct intervention of the elite in the process. What made the
“official ideology” of race effective, despite its incongruence with reality, was that the
Brazilian population in general adopted it as representative of what they knew and saw of
society.
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CHAPTER TWO
SETTING THE STAGE
The twenty-one years from 1964 until 1985 constituted an important transition
from authoritarianism to democracy in Brazil. Following the uncertainty of the postabolition economy in 1888, Constitution of 1891 and federal monopoly of the Getúlio
Vargas administration (which continued until well after the termination of his presidency
in 1945) the Brazilian military led and executed a coup (o golpe de estado) in 1964.
Installing Humberto de Alencar Castelo Branco in the presidential palace, then in the
capital city of Rio de Janeiro, the military acted in the defense and for the “reinstallation”
of democracy in Brazil. However, their initial intention did not immediately achieve
fruition. Four more authoritarian presidential terms preceded the default presidency of
José Sarney in 1985 and the democratic Constitution of 1988.
The authoritarian regime abandoned the ideal of democracy, institutionalized
censorship and propounded the traditional ideology of the “racial democracy.”
Discussion of racism was considered subversive activity and subject to legal punishment.
Although racism was an important social issue in Brazil, early economic growth,
especially during the period of the “economic miracle” between 1968-1973, legitimated
the military government and stunted the growth of race activism. But following the
economic downturn in 1973, the economic and social situation of the nonwhite
population worsened and the black activist movement monopolized on the “democratic
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opening” of the political arena to address racial inequality. For these reasons, I argue that
the period of the military dictatorship was singular to the political and social development
of race activism and consciousness in Brazil.
This chapter is divided into two parts, 1964-1973 and 1973-1985. The division is
tentative. I chose it for the sake of structure and my own sense of applicability between
the first nine and second twelve years of the military dictatorship. The economic, social
and political conditions are decisively altered from the first part to the second and
illustrate the circumstances preceding and surrounding the development of black activist
thought during this time period.

1964-1973
On March 31, 1964, the administration of president and Vargas affiliate João
Goulart came to an end in a “virtually bloodless” military revolution.88 Wary of the
monetary inflation and popular strikes that had plagued the Goulart government, the
middle and upper class looked expectantly to the military for reassurance and
intervention. Charged as the poder moderador (power moderator) that ensured “order and
progress” in Brazil, words that both then and now grace the tripartite colors of the
national flag, the military offered Marshal Humberto de Alencar Castelo Branco.
Whether the majority of the authoritarian movement believed their intervention in the
government would be temporary and transitional is debatable, but the quiet, intellectual
Branco initially consented to the term as president on the condition that it would be
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intermediate between Goulart and a more reliable civilian representative.89 However,
with time and the concretization of authoritarian policy, the move toward democracy was
put off in favor of continued economic development and socio-political stability not
given over to populist excess.90
The military-civilian coalition established goals that appealed to the population
for support and sought to justify its actions. However, it quickly became evident that the
concern and direction of the authoritarian regime would depart from the stated goals of
“restoring legality and reinforcing democratic institutions.”91 Informally referred to as the
“activation of repressive forces” and officially as Operação Limpeza (Operation
Cleanup), the military pursued the ultimate strategy of the Doctrine of National Security
and Development: “to clean out all of those connected to the previous government, to
political parties considered to be Communist or highly infiltrated by Communists, and to
the social movements of the pre-1964 period.” In its nascent years, the dictatorship
purged reported leftists from the membership of the Second Republic and all existing
political institutions, including the labor movement and the military itself. It also made
the election of the president an indirect election and renewed the governmental authority
to suspend political rights of individuals and cancel their mandates.92 In one year the
violence and repression of the Operation became an issue of national and international
concern. In the first months, as many as 50,000 persons were arrested in Brazil for
matters as trivial as not having on their person valid identification documents and as
89
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severe as being suspect of maintaining affiliation with the Vargas administration.93 The
purge was not limited to the realm of politics or bureaucracy. Pressure mounted within
the military and its leadership to increase the economic repression and social intimidation
of the general populace.
Leading into the overthrow of the Vargas administration, rampant inflation
plagued the Brazilian economy, peaking at 87.8 percent in 1964. In 1965, inflation
markedly decreased, hitting 55.4 percent in 1965 and 39.5 percent in 1966. 94 (Fig. 2)
According to the economic development model of the Doctrine of National Security and
Development, there could not be national security without an increase in the degree of
economic development. Title III of the 1967 Constitution removed state and municipal
authority in favor of a “planned, fixed economy that would facilitate capital accumulation
and attract multinational investment.”95 During the “economic miracle” of 1968-1973, the
Gross National Product grew by an annual rate of over 10 percent each year.96 The
attention paid to the accumulation of international investment, however, adversely
affected the economically marginalized majority. The government conceptualized growth
as an “economic pie” that would eventually be parceled and given away to the
populace.97 Proponents of the strategy maintained that before distribution could happen,
it was necessary to increase the size of the pie, accepting “the need to sacrifice present
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and even successive generations at the price of rapid capital accumulation.” 98 This
deferment worsened the already miserable social and economic situation of that very
same populace, who were the direct victims of “the disastrous economic model instituted
in this country and concentrated as of the military coup of 1964,” while markedly
improving that of the prosperous minority.99

Figure 3. Rates of Inflation, 1960-1983. Alvez, State and Opposition in
Military Brazil, 265.

During the military regime, the majority of the population of Brazil resembled
what theologians of the Brazilian Catholic church referred to as “the base.” They were
“the part of the population in a society that is deprived of the right to power, to property
and to knowledge.” At the socioeconomic level, they produced the “riches” of society but
could not participate in the organization of their work or the distribution of their products.
At the political level, they took no part in the making of the decisions that directly
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impacted their lives. At best, the culture in which they were immersed was meant to
protect the privileges of those who deprived them of their rights. 100 By every
consideration, the reality of the military regime exacerbated this misrepresentation.
The production of durable consumer goods was intended for an increasingly
wealthy internal market that the government expected would embolden the rate of
industrial growth necessary for the economic launch. The market necessitated that the
wealth continue to be concentrated amongst those who were capable of sustaining the
growth and the violent repression of those who were not. Between 1960 and 1976, the
percentage of the economically active population in the poorest 50 percent of the
population was reduced from 17.7 percent to 11.6 percent whereas that of the richest 5
percent increased from 27.7 percent to 39 percent.101 Income distribution during this
period followed a similar pattern. In 1970, 50.2 percent of the total economically active
population earned less than the established minimum wage each month. An additional
28.6 percent earned between one and two times the minimum wage.102
The government wage-control policy known as arrocho salarial (wage squeeze)
partly explained this disparity in income distribution. In 1964, wage regulations were
enacted to curtail the initial negative growth rate in the industrial sector, followed in 1965
by Law No. 4725 that extended the wage-squeeze policy to the private sector. The
supposition of the arrocho salarial was to establish a readjustment formula that took the
average real wage of the twenty-four preceding months and added it to a percentage
calculated from the rise in productivity.103 The policy of both the arrocho salarial and the
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Doctrine of National Security and Development promised a “return to normalcy.” But as
with economic development, sacrifice needed to be made and would ultimately fall on the
percentage of the economically active population who already earned less than the
absolute minimum for survival.
Since abolition in 1888, Brazilians of African descent encountered stigmatization
and marginalization in and by society at large and occupied the lowest positions of the
social and economic ladders. According to the 1976 PNAD, 44 percent of the national
population identified as either preto or pardo.104 Out of 44 percent, 63 percent of those
identifying as preto and 58 percent identifying as pardo earned the equivalent of only one
minimum wage per month.105 The oppressive reality of income distribution was the
“cycle of cumulative disadvantage” in which the nonwhite population found itself.106
Without access to quality education and the unlikelihood of completion when available,
46 percent of the nonwhite population was declared to be uneducated beyond the primary
level. Accordingly, the division of work in the agricultural sector and civil construction
were constituted in greater number by blacks and mulattoes (68 percent) as opposed to
whites (52 percent). The representative percentage of blacks and mulattoes in the
advanced industrial sectors are markedly lower and more severe for economically active
black women, 65 percent of whom were in domestic service.107
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Social Obscurity
It was not until the 1950s that research on racism in Brazil began.108 In 1995,
Antonio Sergio Alfredo Guimaraes commented, “any study of racism in Brazil must
begin by reflecting on the very fact that racism is a taboo subject in Brazil. Brazilians
imagine themselves as inhabiting an anti-racist nation, a ‘racial democracy.’”109 By no
means do the years from 1964-1985 escape definition by this ideological perception of
society. The ideology of the “racial democracy” and social harmony persisted and
proliferated during this period, despite evidence that forcefully spoke of its fallacy.
Furthermore, the censorship, allegations of “subversive activity” and, at times, blatant
disregard paid to the issue of racial inequality continued for the duration of the
dictatorship.
In 1972, in a letter to the Secretary General of the United Nations, Brazilian
ambassador Sergio Frazão wrote: “The Brazilian government does not endorse the point
of view of which Brazil would allow for the persistence of any use or social custom
capable of concluding that there exists in [our] country any kind of racial discrimination.
To the contrary, [the conclusion] that Brazil can be considered an excellent example of
racial integration and racial harmony would seem to reflect much more markedly the
social reality of [our] country.”110 This statement is indicative of the attitude of the
government on talk of racism in Brazil. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the “mere
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discussion of the racial question was considered ‘subversive’ by the National Security
Law.”111 But that the question had been considered at all is evidence of it having been
raised in the past. As early as the 1930s, and as many activists contended, as early as the
nascent years of slavery in Brazil, black demonstration against racial discrimination
attempted to disrupt the white-supremacist character of social relations. The Brazilian
Black Front (São Paulo, 1930-), Black Experimental Theater (Rio de Janeiro, 1944),
National Black Convention (São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, 1945-46) and the First
Congress of Brazilian Blacks (Rio de Janeiro, 1950) among others, sought legislative
action and social recognition of racism.112 Their efforts however, were ultimately culled
or repressed, then revisited with vigor toward the end of the 1970s.
There are numerous examples of race conscious men and women decrying or
themselves being accused of racist activity. Especially from 1964 until the mid-1970s, the
military sought to quiet black activism when social, economic and political stability still
engendered popular support for the authoritarian order. An author speaking at the Federal
University of Bahia was reproached for discussing the racist behavior of students at the
Polytechnic University of Salvador who used “aggressive racist phrases against certain
visitors [to the university].”113 At the federal level, the legislative proposal made by
Congressman Abdias do Nascimento for the creation of the Negro Commission illustrates
that this ideology of the “racial democracy” continued throughout the entirety of the
military regime. The Negro Commission served to “propose legislative measures in
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regard to the rescue of [Afro-Brazilian] history and in respect to the [Afro-Brazilian]
ethnic and cultural identity; in the interest of the education, professional training,
employment, insurance, housing and health of the black population of Brazil.”114 If the
Chamber passed Project of Resolution N. 58, the nonwhite population, and consequently,
the issue of racial inequality would have had temporary representation within the
Chamber of Deputies. The Commission of the Constitution and Justice unanimously
decided the “Negro Commission” was unconstitutional on the grounds of “reverse
racism.”115
Swiss philosopher Max Picard, along with recent work done by anthropologists
and social scientists, have focused their attention on the study of the “loud places of
history” such as public discourse, dominant and popular ideologies and contested cultural
domains.116 The government considered discussion of the issues of racial inequality
subversive. Whether by obvious or explicit forms of coercion or enforcement, censorship
of the issue was near inescapable during the military regime. This “place” in Brazilian
history, the first nine years of authoritarian rule, was not loud for black activism. But
censorship did not need to be explicit, taking for example what Robin E. Sheriff referred
to as “cultural censorship.” In Brazil, racism was simultaneously recognized and
concealed. This implies the silence surrounding racism was actively perpetuated.
According to Sheriff, “silence demands collaboration and the tacit communal
understandings that such collaboration presupposes.” 117 Silence is contractual in nature,
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an index of an unequal distribution of power as well as a circumscription of the political
interests of dominant groups. The premise was set long before 1964 that racism would
not be discussed or tolerated and the majority of the Brazilian population internalized an
unexpressed understanding “of things that go without saying because, being axiomatic,
they come without saying.”118 Much of that premise may be attributed to Rui Barbosa
and the decree of May 13, 1892, who ordered that all documents and archives related to
slavery be burned. The destruction of these documents determined the official nonhistory of slavery in Brazil and replaced it with the pervasive ideology of the “racial
democracy.”
The military did, outside of an ideological context, pursue the censorship of
disruptive discourse about racism in Brazil. From 1969 until 1975, the press, television,
radio and public events were under government surveillance. The military was out for
“subversive” activity. We should not exclude as subversives those academics and social
scientists inclined to question the “racial democracy.”119 In 1969, the government purged
the faculty at the University of São Paulo. The purge struck particularly at the social
science department and included the forced retirement of sociologist Florestan Fernandes
and future president Fernando Henrique Cardoso. Is it coincidence that these men and
their colleagues were among the only to have breached the subject of race relations in
Brazil in their writing? 120 The same question could be posed about the threatening
circumstances surrounding the exile of Afro-Brazilian activist Abdias do Nascimento to
the United States after the installation of the military government. Most revealing of all,
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however, of the extent of government censorship of the issue of racial inequality was the
decision to exclude the category for race from the national census of 1970.
This exclusion was an attempt to disqualify race as an important component of
social identity in Brazil. It was also meant to minimize the importance of race for social
and economic policy. According to Ollie A. Johnson, there are two explanations for why
Brazilian political institutions avoided the question of race. First, it was argued that race
was an irrelevant cleavage in the collective national identity that might provoke conflict
or violence because it cannot be rigidly defined or organized. 121 Another explanation was
that Brazilians in general did not have a strong racial consciousness and therefore did not
act in racially politicized ways. Neither explanation, however, explains the
underrepresentation of Afro-Brazilians in federal representative bodies. Of the over 300
representatives elected to the Chamber of Deputies every four years before the 1980s,
only two were identified as being black; Adalberto Camargo from São Paulo and Alceu
Collares from Rio Grande do Sul.122 Neither representative embraced the fight against
racism. It was not until 1982 and the election of Abdias do Nascimento to the Chamber
that the problem of racial inequality in Brazil was brought before the national politic.
The nature of the vote also limited representation of the nonwhite population.
Immediately following abolition, “the Republic sought to exclude [us] from democratic
participation,” Do Nascimento said. 123 Both the Constitution of 1889 and 1967
disqualified illiterates. What importance would this precedence have for the AfroBrazilian citizen during the military regime, nearly eighty years after being “freed” from
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the oppression of slavery? Did it deny them access to education, employment and
opportunities for self-improvement with which they could achieve the right to vote?
According to the 1976 PNAD, the percentage of nonwhite manual or rural workers
reported to be illiterate was 40.3 percent and 51 percent respectively as compared to 1.7
percent and 7 percent for the white respondent. By level of education, the greatest
percentage of the nonwhite manual and rural occupation categories with any education
had completed only so far as an elementary level.124 This information testifies to the
uncertainty of having adequate political representation for the nonwhite population and
the difficulty with which they could have pursued their own, especially from 1964-1973
and preceding the period of the Abertura Democrática.

1973-1985
Leading into 1973-1974, the economic growth and prosperity proved to be shortlived. Whereas during the economic miracle, the government emphasized the success of
its economic development model as legitimation of the authoritarian regime, after the
increase in the price of oil in 1973, the rate of annual inflation doubled, jumping from 20
percent to 40 percent by 1976. The value of the minimum wage was only two-thirds that
of what it had been in 1964 and only half of what it had been in 1957 by the late 1970s.125
In the face of growing difficulty, the government was forced to abandon the emphasis
that it placed on the economy and on the legitimation it sought in its success to instead
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concern itself with the establishment of alternative mechanisms with which to garner
waning social and political support.126
The economic downturn worsened the plight for the majority but the nonwhite
population had never tasted the fruits of economic development. Due to the introduction
of foreign capital in the country, increase in the emphasis put on the industrial sector and
the denationalization of small enterprise (through which the majority of the nonwhite
population had participated in the labor market), migration to urban areas and the
southeast markedly increased.127 Lelia Gonzalez argued, “The only means of avoiding
misery and hunger consisted in the migration to the developed regions, the urban
centers.” 128 The technological sophistication of urban industrial labor demanded
specialized skills and training that the rural migrants did not have, marginalizing them
into nonprofessional, unskilled occupations. Although the participation of the nonwhite
population in the labor market was higher than it had been in the past, their standard of
living and share of the national income decreased. The poor sector of the population
received 11 percent in 1976 where the same sector received 18 percent in 1960.129 Nelson
do Valle Silva neatly summarized the result of these economic and migratory processes
for the nonwhite Brazilian in asking the question of “the cost of not being white” in
Brazil in 1976. The answer, according to Silva, was on average a monetary disadvantage
of Cr$ 566 per month. The official, federally determined minimum monthly wage in
1976 was Cr$ 690.130
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To initially guarantee the establishment of the national security state, the military
disbanded all political parties and created two new parties, the National Renovation
Alliance (ARENA) and the Brazilian Democratic Movement (MDB). ARENA and the
MDB were the official support and opposition party to authoritarianism; the “yes, sir”
party and the “yes” party. Post-1973 Brazil no longer resigned itself to the
institutionalized party dichotomy. Behind Ernesto Geisel, the military developed the
“policy of decompression,” also known as the policy of distensão (distension). In an
interview with Geisel in Rio de Janeiro on July 17, 1985, Alfred Stepan illustrated both
the divergence and continuity in government mentality during this period of
reconstitution. The president responded to the question of the long-term goal of the
distensão with an infrequent smile and asked, “What is the first principle of Machiavelli?
That governments should strive to keep power.” The overall goal of decompression was
not democratization but to “perfect the institutionalization of the national security state
and provide for more flexible political representation so as to decrease the levels of
dissent and tension that had built up pressure to high levels.”131 Included in the policy
were the partial end of censorship, electoral reform and the revocation of the more
coercive control mechanisms in favor of somewhat liberalized additions to the
Constitution.132
The policy of distensão coincided with and was the foundation for the “Abertura
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Figueiredo, assumed office in March 1979. Figueiredo was shouldered with and led the
“return to law” necessitated by the tumultuous final years of the Geisel administration.
The Abertura Democrática broadened the distensão policy to open enough political space
to pacify the elite opposition while monitoring its progress to assure the subversive
sectors of the population continued to be excluded. Working-class or peasant movements
were met with continuous and systematic repression. The government gave other sectors
of the population not considered “antagonistic” or threatening to the Doctrine of National
Security and Development license to reorganize and participate in federal decisionmaking.133 Writing in the heat of this distinct stage in Brazilian politics, Michael Mitchell
questioned the extent to which the government would allow the Abertura to develop
when the political process depended on the precarious balance between authoritarianism
and democracy. The transition, according to Mitchell, constituted an espaço de ninguem,
a political no-man’s-land of new territories that were vigorously contested in the months
and years to follow.134

Conclusion
The transition from authoritarianism to democracy between 1964-1985 was one
of the most repressive periods in Brazilian history. The nonwhite population suffered
censorship, economic hardship and political misrepresentation in the interest of economic
development and income concentration among the wealthy, predominantly white,
minority. But after the devastating economic collapse in 1973, the government was
forced to respond to popular pressure to carry out the initial plan for redemocratization.
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The moderate liberalization of the Abertura Democrática opened space for the black
activist movement to reappear in the political arena. Although the authoritarian regime
censored the issue of racial inequality and propounded the traditional ideology of the
“racial democracy,” these twenty-one years became an important period in the
development of race consciousness in Brazil.
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CHAPTER THREE
IDEOLOGY V. REALITY
It seems that mankind prefers to suffer in silence, prefers to live in the world of silence,
even if it be by suffering, than to take its suffering into the loud places of history.135
Using the ideology of the “racial democracy,” the elite attempted to discredit the
issue of racial inequality. Although the ideology did not account for reality, it had very
real consequences. Under the banner of the “racial democracy,” the nonwhite population
in Brazil continued to suffer from racial discrimination remnant of the legacy of slavery.
For the most part, they did so in silence. African American sociologist E. Franklin Frazier
wrote, “There is in Brazil, little discussion of the racial or color situation. It appears that
there is an unexpressed understanding among all elements of the population not to
discuss the racial situation, at least as a contemporary phenomenon. 136 The “extant
theories” on the silence surrounding racism in Brazil - Bourdieu’s concept of
“misrecognition,” Marxian ideas of false consciousness and the model of hegemony
defined by Comaroff and Comaroff - interpreted silence as “an acceptance of dominant
narratives and the naturalization of power.” 137 According to this interpretation, the
ideology of the “racial democracy” silenced the nonwhite population.
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The central question addressed in this chapter is how did living in the “racial
democracy” affect the actions and identities of the nonwhite population? To answer this
question, I present information that contradicts the “extant theories” on the silence that
surrounded the issue of racial inequality during the military regime. Sheriff said, “Silence
is not seamless; different groups, whether constituted by class, ethnicity, racialized
identities, gender or language, have divergent interests at stake in the suppression of
discourse.”138 The elite and nonwhite population had very different interests but one did
not determine the censorship of the other. The nonwhite population chose their silence on
the issue of racial inequality. They were not silenced by the hegemony of the “racial
democracy.”

White Aestheticism
The term “Eurocentrist” was frequently used, particularly in black activist
publications, to describe the development and ultimate outcome of Brazilian society and
social culture. Do Nascimento concluded the preface to the first volume of Combate ao
Racismo by saying he had “emphasized [in the preface] the nonpartisan character of
questions specific to the black [Brazilian], questions that begged asking because of the
Eurocentrist structure of exploration, domination and social control that weighs on the
African and indigenous population [in Brazil].”139 These questions addressed the historic
and cultural values of the “black people,” their ethnic identity, and an effective equality
in labor and wage opportunities, in education and housing, in social well-being and share
of national income. In all of the social, economic and political spheres, wealthy,
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Brazilians of European descent almost exclusively occupied positions of authority and
influence. Neither the reality nor the irony of this monopoly went unrecognized by
nonwhites. In the black women’s empowerment publication, Mulher Negra: Dossiê
Sobre a Discriminação Racial, the Commission of Black Women wrote the “Arian ideal
of this ironically black or mestizo society” was revealed by the “racial division in the
labor market within which the worst occupations and worst salaries are destined for
blacks, in forms of symbolic representation or didactic material in formal education, and
in the vehicles of mass communication behind which the negativity surrounding the
image of the negro in the social body is perpetually reiterated.”140 This “Eurocentrism” or
“Arianism” was exacerbated by the influx of European immigrants to Brazil in the
twentieth century that flooded the labor market with more aesthetically pleasing workers
capable of fueling the burgeoning economy. In combination with the already dominant
preference for light-skinned or Portuguese-like appearance, the “whitening” of the
population in Brazil profoundly affected Brazilian aestheticism.
Nina Jablonski, in “Living Color,” provoked deeper reflection on from where and
how human preferences for skin color developed. Jablonski introduced two important
components that influenced cultural attitudes toward skin color in the past four hundred
years. The first was the preference for light or pale skin because of its association with
freedom from outdoor toil. 141 The other derived from Christian symbolism and its
exaltation of light over dark, purity over impurity and Christ over the Devil. The sphere
of human phenotypes adopted the polarity of this preference and was carried to the
Americas by European colonizers. In Brazil, it was exacerbated with the arrival of the
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trans-Atlantic slave trade.142 The ideology of miscegenation and “whitening,” combined
with the carry-over of white aestheticism from pre-colonial Europe, led to the superiority
of white aestheticism in Brazil. Nilma Lino Gomes commented “two elements [were]
culturally constructed in Brazilian society as defining [of] the ethnic/racial membership
of subjects: skin color and hair type.”143 But unlike occupation, social position, salary or
any quantitatively assessed measurement, skin color is much more difficult (even
impossible) to change. What solution can there then be when “the social ideal preached
by the dominant group says that the black citizen, to elevate themself in life, needs to
assume characteristics of the white [citizen] in skin color, in somatic qualities and
behavior?”144 There could be no solution in full. Instead, there was pressure placed on the
black individual in Brazil, both self-perpetuated and by societal predilection, to aspire for
what is white and beautiful, not black and ugly.
France Winddance Twine argued, “The valorization of whiteness is naturalized in
Brazil.”145 The ideological emphasis placed on light-skinned Euro-Brazilian features,
such as light eyes (olhos claros), smooth hair (cabelo liso or cabelo bom), narrow noses
and thin lips (nariz fina e labios finos), may not have had such disparaging repercussions
had it not been accompanied by the adverse denigration of what are considered “black
features.” These “black features” included crimped or curly hair (cabelo crespo), thick
lips (labios grossos) and flat noses (nariz chato). It is possible to prefer one without
objecting to the other. However, the ideal of white aesthetic beauty was normalized at the
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expense of black self-image.146 One female respondent in Vasalia, twenty-two year-old
black identifying Carlucci, said, “I feel a little bad, you know. It’s all right that blue eyes
are beautiful…and the straight hair too…they think that we are inferior. Consequently we
are uglier…and to be inferior is to be uglier. So when I hear comments about how blacks
are ugly and whites are beautiful or when I feel what they are thinking, I feel inferior.”147
Another informant, a forty-three-year-old dark-skinned Afro-Brazilian man named
Henrique, added “[Whites] have good hair, their nose is not ugly [like ours]. Blacks
normally have very large lips, like an animal’s and people think this is ugly. I am trying
to say that black people know that [their features] are ugly and white people also know
that blacks are ugly.”148 The every day discourse in Morro de Sangue Bom echoed
Carlucci’s statement and the association between despised phenotypic traits and
blackness. They reported it was difficult to generate an alternative aesthetic that did not
devalue their own features.149 The comment made by a woman about a man whom she
did not like is evidence of this general rejection of blackness; “My god, he was so ugly,
black as coal, so dark, really negro!”150
Gomes discussed the significance of the value placed on white aestheticism for
black or nonwhite Brazilians. “Does the existence of a standard of beauty that advances
through whiteness, in an integrated society like ours,” she asked “affect or not affect our
life in the different social institutions we live in?” The answer dealt more with bodily
identity than social identity. “The body,” she wrote “speaks in respect to our being in the
world, for our location in society gives itself by the mediation [of the body] in space and
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time.”151 Gomes traced this location in society to when African slaves were first brought
to Brazil and the process of commercialization of slaves in the social relations of that
particular historic moment. This process meant to objectify the condition of the slave and
the manner in which their masters treated them and their bodies. “Corporal punishment,
whipping, marking them with iron, mutilating their bodies and sexual abuse are some
examples of this treatment.”152 Through centuries of slavery, the perversity of the slave
regime materialized in how the negro body was seen and treated. What colonial Brazil
considered beautiful, Gomes concluded, “was [found] in the comparison of the signals of
the negro body (like the nose, mouth, color of the skin and type of hair) with those of the
white, European colonizer who, in that context, served as an argument for the formulation
of a standard of beauty and of ugliness that haunts us until the present day.”153
Interracial Marriage
The dominance of white aestheticism in Brazil was strongly reflected in criteria
for both marriage and dating. By virtue of the national ideology of miscegenation,
interracial relationships should have been legitimated and publicly sanctioned in Brazil.
However, the “aesthetic hierarchy of desirability” was not viewed as mutually preferable
from each of the black and white perspectives. Nor did it liberally condone interracial
relationships. 154 The discourse of aestheticism and beauty was also marked by an
interesting discrepancy. Nonwhites, on one hand, preferred lighter-skinned partners and
spouses. This preference resonated an immediate concern with inter-generational
aestheticism. When asked why nonwhite Brazilians expressed their desire for lighter151
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skinned partners, an Afro-Brazilian woman named Tatiana responded, “It is to have more
beautiful children, more beautiful grandchildren. The parents do this in order to have
more beautiful children.” 155 Thirty-three-year-old dark-skinned Afro-Brazilian Tonica
was more frank in her response. From an early age, Tonica recalled saying to her mother
on more than one occasion, “Mother, when I get married I will marry a white
man…because I don’t want my children to be dark like me.” Tonica confessed to
thinking “If I found a white man to marry, that I would marry him, so that my kids would
come out-so that they wouldn’t be little darkies.”156 Both Tatiana and Tonica suggested
the active pursuit of lighter-skinned partners was caused by an aesthetic preference. It
also strongly correlated with the conscious desire to have lighter-skinned, more beautiful
children. These testimonies have interesting implications for how social mobility in
Brazil was achieved.
In the previous chapter, we discussed the institutionalization of the ideology of
miscegenation. The strength with which miscegenation happened led many dark-skinned
Brazilians to believe that marriage to lighter-skinned partners provided the greatest
chance for their upward social mobility, particularly for their children.157 It is important
to note, however, that this chance was very hard to come by because interracial
relationships were neither legitimated nor publicly sanctioned. There was still an
unspoken color prejudice about intermarriage between black and white. We may ask if
the same prejudice affected intermarriage between whites and pardos? Or between
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pardos and blacks? In “Racial Distance and Region in Brazil: Intermarriage in Brazilian
Urban Areas,” Edward E. Telles discussed the results of his study on the relationship
between rate of intermarriage and geographic region as an indicator of racial distance.
Using the seventy-five metropolitan areas with populations exceeding one hundred
thousand, recently married couples were asked to identify themselves according to one of
five racial categories - black, brown, white, yellow or other - used by the official 1980
census. The reasoning behind choosing to use metropolitan areas is interesting. Telles
argued they represented the places within which members of various racial groups are
most likely to be in contact with each other. 158 Compared to areas that were
predominantly white or black, metropolitan areas were generally more racially mixed. It
is also interesting that independent variables were used for both level of industrialization
and immigrant influence, especially in the southeast. This was because of the general
observation that the farther south one traveled in Brazil, the whiter the population became
and the more intense the degree of prejudice.159 It too explained the exclusion of the south
from the four regional dummy variables. Telles chose the south as the reference region
because it had the highest percentage of whites and the lowest rates of interracial
marriage.160
The results of Telles’ study are enlightening first and foremost because they
challenged the conclusion that because interracial marriage was common in Brazil that
there was greater acceptance of intermarriage and therefor, less racial prejudice. Of the
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one-fifth of all Brazilian marriages in 1980 that were racially exogenous, 93 percent were
between whites and pardos and only 7 percent between whites and blacks. “These rates,”
according to Telles “suggest little or moderate social distance between persons who are
proximate in color but greater social distance between persons at the extreme ends of the
color spectrum.”161 This trend was evident in both Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. In Rio
in 1980, the proportion of whites married to blacks was 2.4 percent compared to the 18.8
percent of marriages between whites and pardos and 7.6 percent between pardos and
blacks. These figures are similar for São Paulo. The proportion of whites married to
blacks was 1.2 percent, whites to pardos (14.0 percent) and pardos to blacks (3.9
percent). In each case, the proportion of whites married to pardos was well over five
times the proportion of whites married to blacks. This observation supported two
“powerful” findings of the study. First, the widely varying racial composition of Brazilian
metropolitan areas explained most of the regional differences in rates of intermarriage. In
other words, the likelihood of coming in to contact with another racial group is positively
correlated with interracial marriage. In the case of Rio or São Paulo, whites and pardos
constituted the majority of the population, resulting in the relatively low rate of
intermarriage with the minority black population. Second, physical proximity to another
racial group and not racial tolerance explained most of the regional variation in rates of
intermarriage.162
This is evidence that there was resistance to interracial marriage in Brazil. At the
same time there was extensive miscegenation. Since abolition, the black population
became progressively smaller than the white while the intermediate pardo population
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grew. The testimonies of Tatiana and Tonica help make sense of this inconsistency.
Simply put, not all Brazilians wanted to mix. The theory of whitening was based on the
assumption of white superiority that maintained the elite monopoly on social privilege.
However, because the white elite allegedly accepted the eventual benefit of mixing
everyone together and claiming to have eliminated the question of race did not mean that
whites themselves had to take part in the process. Instead, the most active pursuit of
upholding white superiority was by the discourse of resistance used by white Brazilians
to discourage marriage with blacks.
Within the national context of an aesthetic hierarchy that valorized European
ancestry, darker-skinned Brazilians preferred to date and marry lighter partners. Whites,
not blacks, were highest on the social, economic and political scales. They were also the
aesthetic ideal. The same was not true of the reverse, that lighter-skinned Brazilians
would prefer darker partners. Blackness was associated with manual labor, lack of
education and poverty. The black aesthetic was seen, by whites and often by blacks, as
undesirable. This conclusion resonates with Telles’ suggestion that there is little or
moderate social distance between persons who are proximate in color and is evident in
the nature of interracial relationships in Brazil. Dona Janete, an informant in Morro de
Sangue Bom, affirmed “It’s very rare, very rare to encounter a blonde with a dark man.
You encounter more often a mulata with a white man…when you see a blonde with a
dark man, she must not be from here, from Rio, or she isn’t Brazilian.”163 The nonwhite
population did not always view the preference for pardo over black as racist. It was
commonly thought of as an aesthetic preference. Raquel, a white physician, was not
conscious of her own racial prejudice until asked if she had ever considered marrying a
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black man. “I never used to stop to consider the questions “Could I marry a black
person?” “How would it be if I had a black child?”” she said. “Really I have never been
attracted to black men. Then and until that difficult question (would I have considered
marrying a black man and my responding yes) - suddenly, the question that [my husband]
asked, “Could you have married a black man?” made me aware [of my racism]. Then I
really knew that I never felt attracted to a person of the black race. It was the only
moment [that I was confronted with my racism]. We never discussed this because we
behave normally (in a nonracist manner) in front of blacks. The question of our racism
was always a question that we never asked.”164
The subtlety of racism and the ideology surrounding it enabled Raquel to believe
that she bore no racial prejudice until the moment she was asked to confront it. Covert
forms of racism such as not considering blacks or dark-skinned Brazilians as suitable
partners for marriage were rarely consciously considered. The majority of Brazilians,
however, were either nonwhites that were the target of racial discrimination or whites that
exemplified it by exerting pressure, directly or indirectly, on family and friends to reject
interracial relationships. Susana, another dark-skinned informant from Rio, recalled an
incident that took place years before while she was dating a light-skinned boy from the
north of Brazil. His mother, who accepted Susan as long as the relationship was platonic,
raised violent reactions to any kind of romantic relationship between the two, beating and
fighting with her son because she wanted him to leave Susana. 165 This kind of reaction to
an interracial relationship was not uncommon in Brazil nor was it the most extreme.
Nonetheless, it left profound psychological impact on its victims. Susana, nineteen at the
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time, remembered feeling “humiliated, humiliated, down low! I felt really low” and
thinking “shit, because of my color?! I am human, right?”166 In one of its many crude
forms, this was an expression of the nature of Brazilian aestheticism. The value placed on
whiteness and the denigration of blackness was pervasive to the extent that blacks
denigrated their own blackness. This was neatly summarized in the testimony of Moema.
“I think that the majority [of blacks] reject people of their own color…I think the
problem is ours [white Brazilians] also because we always define something beautiful as
white. The wealthy person is white. The people that we socialize with the most are white.
We [whites] reject black people and because of this, blacks reject themselves.”167
This discussion of aesthetic preference and its relation to intermarriage is helpful
in illustrating how race was approached by the different racial groupings in Brazil. We
also gain another perspective on the ideology of miscegenation and how it came to be
perpetuated. Nonwhites contested racial boundaries specifically set to exclude them and
in doing so, helped to drive the move toward whitening in the Brazilian population by
pursuing marriage with lighter-skinned partners. This was done with risk to the selfimage and to the value nonwhites placed on their own racial identity and appearance.

Labor Discrimination
The white aesthetic and covert forms of racial discrimination likewise permeated
the labor market. Potential employers frequently circulated want ads prefaced by the
requirement for applicants “com boa aparência” (literally, with good appearance). It was
not uncommon that an advertisement such as this included an explicit reference to an
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employer’s desire for only white applicants. This strategy overstepped anti-racism
legislation because it ambiguously defined what was meant by “good appearance.” The
ambiguity, however, was known by both employer and applicant to be racist in nature.
Sheriff related it was well understood in Morro de Sangue Bom that help-wanted ads that
circulated requesting applicants with “good appearance” meant “pretos need not
apply.”168

Figure 4. Newspaper Advertisement, c. 1985.
Mulher Negra: Dossiê Sobre A Discriminação
Racial, 4.

Brazilian sociologist, Oracy Nogueira, conducted a study in São Paulo in the early
1980s of 223 employers who specifically sought white empregadas (housemaids) through
newspaper advertisements. When asked the question “Do you prefer having a white
empregada or nonwhite?” Nogueira obtained varying and thought-provoking responses.
Of the 223 respondents, the most common responses were “27, despite having mentioned
white color in more than one already printed employment announcement, denied having
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given preference for this or that color. 48 responded that they would prefer a white
empregadas but did not know how to explain the reason for their preference. They were
surprised by the question, thinking it very inappropriate, given the understanding that this
preference was very natural. 30 said that they prefer white empregadas, claiming that
black [empregadas] are dishonest and rob their employers. 7 respondents did not desire
black empregadas because these [women] would have contact with their children. 4 said,
‘blacks are simple people, they don’t provide [good work].’ Another 4 simply
peremptorily claimed to not like ‘colored people.’ Another 2 thought that blacks are not
smart and work very slow.” 169 This blatant display of racial discrimination in
employment, advertising for only white applicants, reflects on the non-efficacy and nonenforcement of both Article 50 of the 1967 Constitution and the Afonso Arinos Law. The
government repressively enforced censorship of the press during the military regime. It
did not, however, enforce equal opportunity in advertising.
Roseli, an informant from São Paulo, described the working conditions in
unskilled, manual labor, of which work as an empregada would be included.
My name is Roseli de Brito Baptista and I am 23 years old. I am black, in
my seventh period of the [educational] course for Social Service, work as
a secretary, am 1.6 meters in height and weigh 56 kilos.
As all of us very well know, the cost of life increases every day; it’s not
easy for anyone. In the face of this economic crisis we look for paths,
solutions that in a majority of cases, resolve our problems punitively. My
sister and I decided to work as folheteiras (street flier distributors) for
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Sergio Dourado Real Estate Enterprises Ltda. The work is tiring. We
subject ourselves to hearing piadinhas (little jokes) of bad taste. We put up
with irritated people because at each traffic light they stop, they receive a
flier, and many times because of this, they say very rude things to us. We
work for five hours, without a break or being allowed to sit down. The
only rights we have are of drinking water and the responsibility of handing
out our fliers.
Although part of her testimony is obscured by an ink smear from the previous page, the
end of her and her sister’s employment with Sergio Dourado Real Estate Enterprises
Ltda. is clearly determinable from the remaining information. Senhor Moises, Judicial
Director of the enterprise, gave leave to the two women for not appealing to his aesthetic
ideal for company employees. In other words, the women were fired for being black.
What is interesting about Roseli and her testimony is that in addition to
recognizing that their being fired was unquestionably because of racial discrimination on
behalf of the company, she called in to question the nature of Brazilian race relations.
Senhor Moises, despite being Judicial Director, probably forgot that there
is a law, known as Afonso Arinos n. 1930, implemented on March 7, 1951
that prohibits racism. Senhor Moises should also have better knowledge of
the cultural and ethnic characteristics of our country. It would be a good
beginning for his education [in the matter] if he were to circulate through
the entire city. Maybe, who knows, with his illustrious wisdom, he would
be able to perceive that there exist blacks, whites and mestizos and that
one of [Brazil’s] distinguishing characteristics is miscegenation.

65
Sometimes I ask myself what country is this that says that it is not racist if
to work in an activity considered below employment, I am rejected
because I am black?170
Twine related a similar case to that of Roseli and her sister in his chapter entitled,
“Discourses in Defense.” Ariana, the only Afro-Brazilian teacher at her secondary school
in Vasalia, described her encounter with racism while teaching in a predominantly white
school.
When I started teaching in the school, parents and some directors, people
of high ranks [whites], in positions at the school, didn’t like it. They didn’t
want me to teach. They wanted me to do something outside of the
classroom. First, they didn’t know my work and then this [pointing to her
skin color] was weighed the most. As time went by, when it was the end
of the year, they had a meeting at the school…there were two very famous
white teachers. And incredible as it seems, one of them, if it weren’t for
her, I wouldn’t be at that school. She is not racist. Not all [whites] are. But
if it weren’t for her, I wouldn’t have lasted until the end of the year. They
would have kicked me out and put someone else in my place-very politely.
Without anyone noticing. Without my becoming offended. But deep down,
this is racial discrimination.171
These two women, Ariana and Roseli, were from entirely different regional backgrounds.
One lived in the small rural province of Vasalia in Rio de Janeiro, the other in São Paulo,
one of the largest cities in the world. But they experienced nearly the same form of covert
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racial discrimination in the work force. They were also similar in their recognition of the
implicit reason behind their being asked to leave their respective places of employment they were black. No matter that both women were educated, Roseli in the formal Social
Service training program and Ariana with her university training and teaching credentials.
The stigma attached to the color of their skin, not their qualification to work, was the
ultimate determinant of their continued employment.
It is significant also that they were women. Brazilian society was generally
characterized as being strongly influenced by men, masculinity and gender dominance,
otherwise known as machismo. Brazilian racism has also been accused of imposing
unequal consequences for men and women. Congresswoman Cristina Tavares responded
in support of Do Nascimento’s address to the Chamber of Deputies in 1983 to address
this issue. Tavares accused the Chamber of “looking to ignore the real situation of the
black [man or woman] in Brazil as if they were only victim of economic discrimination,
when in reality, it is as much economic as it is racial.” Her comment was rewarded with
applause after which she said, “the black Brazilian woman is doubly discriminated
against: because she is a woman and because she is black.”172 (Fig. 3) Zuleika Alambert,
CECF President, reiterated this message in the introduction to Mulher Negra: Dossiê
Sobre a Discriminação Racial. “The black woman is discriminated against in labor,
where she fills the least qualified and worst remunerated positions,” Alambert wrote.
“[Black women] are the greatest contingent of illiterates and have the least professional
preparation.” The majority of women, particularly black women, worked in domestic
labor as empregadas. Although women reported having less encounters with racism than
men in Sheriff’s research, their experiences working as empregadas and their manner of
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recounting those experiences was tainted with personalized and ongoing drama related to
racism that did not so much permeate the men’s descriptions of their professional lives.173

Figure 5. Front Cover. Mulher Negra:
Dossiê Sobre A Discriminação Racial.

This is not to suggest that men did not experience racial discrimination. Many
admitted to having been subjected to racism and rejection while applying for work or on
the job. Another informant in Morro de Sangue Bom named Jonas went looking for
employment based on the suggestion of an already-employed acquaintance. After
properly following the application procedure and showing his identification documents,
Jonas was thrown into what he called “that whole thing” of waiting and hassle until the
day the company informed him there were not any open positions for him. The
acquaintance pointedly told Jonas that he was not offered employment because “They
don’t hire gente preta (black folks) here. They don’t employ black people, people of
color.” Overcome with anger, Jonas went directly to the police, where he fought tears to
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explain the nature of the racism that he had only just been made victim of minutes before.
“There is a law that can, you know, punish these people! This is a crime; this can’t
happen!” he wept to the policeman. After consolingly offering the man water to calm his
nerves, the policeman said, “Don’t get hotheaded, no. Let it go.” Humiliated, Jonas left
the station. To complain, he asserted, wouldn’t have done anything; racism exists and
color cannot be changed.
Education
The notion that race and racism were unsurpassable in Brazil was conceptualized
early on in childhood, especially in the social arena of education. Research on education
and culture emphasized the experience of being in school as important in the construction
of the complex process of humanization. It is an institution in which we learn and share
educational content and knowledge, as well as values, beliefs, habits and racial
preconceptions of gender, class and age.174 Of these, racial preconception was directed
toward the black student, reinforcing the denigrated aestheticism attached to his or her
physical appearance. According to Gomes, the human body is evidence of different
aesthetic standards and perceptions of the world. “The bodily experience [in the world],”
Gomes wrote “is always modified by culture, following culturally established standards
that are related to the search for affirmation of a specific group identity.”175 School is
most likely to be the first public experiences of rejections of the body in infancy and
adolescence. It is also where differences [between children] emerge that make it possible
to think in terms of the inclusive “us” and exclusive “others.” It is very interesting that in
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expressing this idea, Gomes pointedly defined the “us” as the black child and family and
the “others” as the “colleagues and professors/the whites.”176
This separation is consistent with Nascimento’s denunciation of the “Eurocentrist
premises” that were reproduced daily in the classroom. “The black child learns to devalue
himself, as much himself as his parents and his history,” he said.177 Do Nascimento
attributed this devaluation to the didactic material used in schools. It was exacerbated by
pedagogical discourse that made taboo the discussion of slavery or racism in education.
“There exists within the educational sphere,” said Gomes “a determined representation of
what it is to be negro that is present in the didactic books, in discourse, in pedagogical
relations, in posters hung on the walls of the hallways, in relations between the professor
and student and among the students themselves.”178 Racial representation in education, in
didactic material or discourse, was either limited to socially institutionalized silence on
the subject or explicitly biased illustrative references to white aestheticism. Educational
books, toys, and pictures almost exclusively depicted white children, white families and
white phenotypical traits. Consequently, black children “are impelled to believe that [in]
being human, white and rich is the supreme good to be achieved.” 179 Adversely,
“children’s primary textbooks depict blacks as more sexually promiscuous and
aggressive, intellectually inferior to whites, and rarely in positions of power.”180
Sheriff told an interesting story under the heading “Semiotic Contours of Racism:
Representations of Afro-Brazilians” about her experience with racism in education.181
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Before the first week of classes, two acquaintances of the author, both Afro-Brazilian
primary school teachers, asked Sheriff to help prepare personalized assignment booklets
for their students. With construction paper, drawing pencils and markers at the ready, the
two women repeatedly drew pictures of exclusively blond, blue-eyed children to illustrate
the booklets. They continued to do this throughout the evening, drawing only images of
white children for classroom decorations and posters. It was not until weeks later that
Sheriff attempted to engage the women about their production of images that she
considered to be racist and that did not reflect the actual appearance of their students.
Surprisingly, the otherwise amicable women accused her of being an anti-white racist.182
For Sheriff, the “repetitive absences’” of Afro-Brazilian school textbooks and in the
classroom were a form of racism. However, for Catarina and Carla these images were
unremarkable.”183
This kind of “invisible racism” or “institutional racism” was particularly
characteristic of Brazilian race relations. It was also alleged to have more profound
impact on the black identity than overt forms of racism such as in the United States and
South Africa.184 It deprived the black student of their self-recognition with black culture
and history (that is almost entirely excluded from educational curriculum save that
abolition happened in 1888). The dominating ideal of white aestheticism in illustrated
didactic material also negatively impacted black bodily image and identity. These
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consequence prompted the question “what power is it that racism of making an individual
misrecognize themself to the point of not recognizing themself?”185
Media
At the time of the military regime, not much had been done within academia or
journalism to analyze black representation in the media. Since the 1980s, however, many
researchers including Nelson do Valle Silva and Michael Hanchard have explored the
disparity of positive representations of Afro-Brazilians in the popular press, textbooks
and television. This paucity is in line with the censorship of the press and manipulation of
cultural expression that took place between 1964-1985. During the first half of the
dictatorship, increasing censorship of news coverage happened at the same time as the
military was encouraging an increase in national program production. Television,
especially novelas, consequently became an ever more pervasive channel of
communication within the Brazilian home.186 João Luis Van Tilburg, Brazilian professor
of philosophy and communication from the Pontíficia Universidade Católica in Rio de
Janeiro (PUC-Rio), was commissioned in the early 1980s by the Serviço à Pastoral da
Comunicação das Edições Paulinas (SEPAC) to analyze the purpose of television in the
day-to-day and the influence it has on viewers’ construction of the world in which they
live. His conclusion was that the television suggested how life could be more pleasant.
While this marvelous, mostly unrealistic televised world may not be immediately within
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grasp, it somehow could become the reality of the next generation.187 His discussion of
the “’dreams” that TV diffuses into our minds and hearts through novelas, auditory
programs, news reports, commercials, etc.” is heavily steeped in references to
competition. For example, that television shows “how we should live,” emphasizes that
“who is competent takes [the prize] and who is not [competent] loses” and that “you have
to fight to overcome in life.”188 From this, Tilburg concluded that television does not
exist only to entertain. “[The television] is there, in our house, to guarantee that certain
ideas, imposed by those who have power, remain fluctuating in the air.”189
Tilburg only makes an explicit reference to race once. He asks the reader to think
whether they had ever seen someone actually “work” on a novela. Here and there, places
of work such as an office or a shop appear in the background of the scene but no one,
according to Tilburg, works or speaks about their work. The dialogue is instead filled
with talk about relationships or other peoples’ lives.190 Tilburg concluded novelas have
nothing to do with the everyday life of the majority of the Brazilian population who do
work and converse about their work. What is poignant for Tilburg is that those who do
work in the novelas are the empregadas or private chauffeurs, the roles almost
exclusively played by black actors. “This already is a discrimination, an aggression,” he
comments. In recent years, racially conscious scholars and journalists have made the
same comment about television as they have about educational material in primary
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school.191 If and when blacks are represented on television, it is in socially prescribed and
moderated roles that articulate their inferiority.
The front cover illustration of Para Uma Leitura Crítica da Televisão heavily
implies this message, showing an amiable, middle-class, white family gathered together
in the living room to watch television. 192 (Fig. 4) The strategy behind racial
representation on television was two-fold. First, propaganda and publicity have targeted
audiences. They aim to exploit the consumer market that did not include the “negro.”
Owner of the Brazilian Publicity Company, Armando Santana, was quoted in the 1986
seminar titled “The Image of the Negro in the Means of Communication” held by the
Brazilian Institute of Study and Community Support. “Eighty to ninety percent of
propaganda in Brazil has the objective of reaching 2 percent of the population, at most 10
percent, and in this [percentage] it is very rare that pretos are included,” Santana said.
“For example, few pretos have their own car. In the United States, the negro is a big
consumer. [In Bahia], 70 percent [of the population] is of the negro race and not one
commercial is directed to the negro because he is not a consumer.”193 Second, the value
of the product or the social standard of the television program was defined by who was
chosen to represent it. Following Tilburg, television projects an idealized life that we
should aspire to live ourselves. The products and ideas that it advertises are the ideal. The
use of black models or actors in advertisement was consequently viewed by the media
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industry to be contradictory to the goal. Fatima Jordão, participant in the 1986 seminar,
commented on this viewpoint. “[Publicity] speaks to quantify the consumer because in
propaganda, you can’t communicate with a public that is not a consumer - the negro has
little power of acquisition, thus [the negro] is not able to be the target of publicity - or
that publicity projects a fantasy and [the fantasy] does not include the negro as
[something to be aspired to].”194

Figure 6. Racial Discrimination in
the Media. Van Tilburg, Para Uma
Leitura Crítica da Televisão, Front
Cover.
Ideology v. Reality
The odds were bleak for nonwhites because the possibilities for social mobility
were couched in terms of being white. Since abolition, the deeply institutionalized
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valorization of whiteness stigmatized an unchangeable component of the human
phenotype - skin color.195 Consequently, Brazilians expressed their preference for lighter
skin and Euro-Brazilian features in potential dating and marriage partners. Conversely,
there was an arguably concrete barrier to nonwhite social mobility through interracial
marriage, especially if an individual’s skin color was markedly different from that of their
partner. This barrier transcended the private sphere to impact impersonal social relations
in the work force. Discriminatory practices denied equal opportunity employment to
nonwhites, hiding behind colloquialisms like “boa aparência” to avoid accusations of
racism. This is not to imply that there would be much concern aroused by such an
accusation. The ideological conviction of living in the Brazilian “racial democracy”
meant employers were frequently guilty of racism but expressed little concern that the
police or government would call their racist practices in to question. Furthermore, early
experiences in education insinuated white superiority in its illustrations and pedagogical
discourse, exacerbating nonwhites’ misrecognition with their racial identity. The lack of
positive representations of nonwhites and articulation of the socially prescribed
inferiority of blackness in the media also exacerbated this misrecognition.
In light of this information, we are prompted to ask the main research question of
this thesis. How had almost one century of living in the “racial democracy” influenced
the actions and identities of the nonwhite population in Brazil? The ideology of the
“racial democracy” had been successful in its’ intention to eliminate (or at least alleviate)
social tension caused by race and racial discrimination. Racial discrimination was
195
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commonly expressed in decidedly non-racial terms. But the nonwhite population never
fully believed the elite assertion about the “non-existence” of race and the impossibility
of racism in Brazil. Nonwhites expressed their recognition of the importance of race in
determining social and economic positions in Brazil as well as the active perpetuation of
racism in social relations of all kinds. It would be more accurate to argue that racism
existed in greater or lesser degree for each individual rather than not at all. An interesting
example is Twine’s nonwhite respondents in Vasalia. When asked to define racism, none
of the respondents talked about aesthetic hierarchies. Nor did they consider the prescribed
depictions of blacks and whites in educational material or the media as racist. 196 On the
other hand, testimonies such as those of Roseli, Ariana and Jonas made clear that they
were explicitly aware that the discrimination they suffered was caused by racism, making
null and void the myth of the “racial democracy.”
It is also important to note that not all nonwhites felt they were inferior because of
their dark skin. Many expressed pride in their appearance, this apart from adhering to the
activist camp and notwithstanding how they were depicted by society.197 “[The other
children] called me ‘neguinha’ (little black girl),” an anonymous female informant
recalled from primary school. “Sometimes the boys teased me, but I didn’t mind, no. I
didn’t mind, I liked the way I was.” Throughout the latter half of the military regime,
cultural articulations of African heritage and solidarity were increasingly common,
permeating music, religion and politics.198 Afro-Brazilians expressed their “blossoming”
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racial consciousness with symbols of militancy resonant of the Black power movement in
the United States. Men and women alike adopted afro and cornrow hairstyles seen being
worn by models in established and fashionable magazines.

199

Although white

aestheticism remained dominant, black affirmations of beauty took on an important role
during the military regime for African cultural identity.

Conclusion
Why was racial discrimination not more actively protested or publicly denounced
before the late 1970s? It is difficult to conceptualize. The ideology of the “racial
democracy” could not have been true if racism existed. Nevertheless, any Brazilian when
asked would have been more likely to deny the existence of racism than decry it. Even
when made to directly confront or acknowledge incidences where racial discrimination
was at hand, Brazilians, particularly nonwhites, avoided involving race. They passed the
incident off as another, less socially stigmatized form of discrimination. John Burdick,
while doing research in the metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro, was astonished by the
indifference with which Afro-Brazilians reacted to racial discrimination, especially when
they contended that insulting, racially malignant comments were “brincadeiras” (joking).
These contestations often followed recognition that epithets of color were racist. “It starts
right there on the streets,” an informant recalled from his childhood. “When we would
play those games, the other kids would start right off: macaco [monkey!]” 200 And
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although many remembered feeling hurt or insulted by these terms, they typically
commented, “I would smile and laugh along with the rest of them. But I never liked it.
Inside, you can’t really accept that.”201
When the defense of joking did not suffice, nonwhites qualified discrimination as
being driven by distinctions of class rather than color. This idea that racial prejudice
could be disguised as class prejudice dates from Gilberto Freyre (1933) and Donald
Pierson (1942) who used it to reconcile the contradiction between the reality of racism in
Brazil and the virtue of the “racial democracy.”202 Both the elite and nonwhite population
adopted the “class, not race” explanation as an aversion strategy to discussion of racial
inequality in Brazil. “Deep in his subconscious perhaps, [the black] perceives he is
discriminated against because he is poor, not because he is a negro, right?” an informant
in Rio conjectured. “And I think that people don’t discuss racism for this reason.”203
Their aversion is likewise adopted in the home, where discussion of race or
racism is almost absent. It is not because the existence of either had escaped anyone.
Nonwhites chose to avoid the question of race in their everyday discourse because they
were unable to make the “rational” ideology of the Brazilian racial democracy agree with
the consequently irrational reality of racial discrimination. This was in part because
socially prescribed discursive norms made explicit reference to racism or discussion of it
inappropriate, even in an intimate setting. It was also because nonwhites thought calling
attention to racism would worse what was much better left unspoken.204 “[Racism]
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shouldn’t exist,” Dona Margaret told Sheriff. “So, I don’t - it isn’t a subject that I talk
about much. If I told about something like that, it would call more attention to it,
right?”205 Thus, just as brincadeiras and class were used as mechanisms to defer attention
from the reality of race relations in Brazil, the active avoidance of acknowledging or
discussing racism was a mechanism that helped nonwhites to continue their lives without
having to confront the reality of their own circumstances.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INSIGHTS INTO BLACK ACTIVISM AND REPRESENTATION
Being invisible and without substance, a disembodied voice, as it were, what else could I
do? What else but try to tell you what was really happening when your eyes were looking
through? And it is this which frightens me: who knows but that, on the lower frequencies,
I speak for you?
- Ralph Ellison

During the military regime, especially in the latter half of the 1970s, black
consciousness groups set in motion a wave of militant activism in the face of economic
hardship, political misrepresentation and cultural censure. Their message was
impregnated with passion, addressing the continued subordination of the “black people”
in Brazil. The activists meant to impact change in revolutionary fashion. Although the
many ideologies surrounding race were still at large, racism existed and was known to
exist. There were black activist representatives decrying its existence and calling its
victims to fight with them against it. Nevertheless, there was and continues to be very
limited support for race activism in Brazil.
This chapter analyzes seven black activist pamphlets published and distributed in
São Paulo between 1972-1986.206 Using these archival sources, we will undertake to
answer two questions about the black activist movement and the fight for racial
consciousness during the military regime. First, how does the activist message speak for
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the collective identity of the nonwhite population? In other words, who are they talking to
and what are they telling them to do? Second, what conclusions can we draw about why
popular support did not mobilize behind the fight against racial inequality during this
period? The majority of the nonwhite population was uneducated, not politically active,
and did not believe that race was an effective mechanism for change in Brazil.
Furthermore, after almost one century of living in the “racial democracy,” with its
idealized notion of miscegenation and valorization of whiteness, nonwhites had created
an amalgamated set of racial identities that did not lend to collectivity. For many,
nonwhite did not mean black. In the past, scholarship on race relations in Brazil
concluded “Afro-Brazilians do ‘not posses a conceptual scheme to interpret and analyze
their experience [of color prejudice].’”207 I challenge this conclusion and argue the
nonwhite population understood “their experience” was the result of color prejudice.
They were estranged from the black activism movement because they did not identify
with its message of African solidarity.
The Call to Arms
The first and most important question we should ask about any piece of literature
is about the audience - who is being written to? The audience of black activist literature
was what could be considered the “Afro”- Brazilian population. Black activists wrote, or
wanted to write, to other blacks. It is interesting, however, that they made timid, almost
polite, concessions to the collective Brazilian population as well. For example, in the
publication titled “Slavery and Liberty,” published by the National Labor Front and
Group of Union and Negro Consciousness in 1982, begins by saying “The objective of
207
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the National Labor Front (FNT) in publishing the series “Negros” is to contribute to
discussion and reflection, as much on the part of whites as blacks, on the actual situation
and history of black Brazilians.” 208 Another publication, Our Everyday Violence,
distributed in the state of Minas Gerais in 1983, also begins in a democratic fashion. It
expresses the intention to address the “violence” directed against blacks in Brazilian
society and hope that the audience will “learn to think differently about the history of the
black race, its traditions and its culture.”209 Neither introduction is mutually exclusive of
the white or black population. The former is deliberately inclusive. This is an interesting
component of the Brazilian black activist message. It was occasionally indiscriminate of
race. Whites were as capable, perhaps even more so, as blacks of enacting change on the
issue of racial inequality in Brazil. But they were not those against whom racism was
typically directed nor were they those whose consciousness needed to be awakened.
Robin Sheriff noted that white, middle-class respondents much more readily admitted to
the existence of racism than did blacks. 210 The activist message, however, was not
exceedingly hospitable of whites beyond its introductory comments.
At times the rhetorical tone is everything but hospitable. It expresses to the
audience that the movement for black consciousness was directed against and limited by
the white population. For example, the religious publication, Novena de Natal: Bread and
Dignity for the Negro People, an Advent service published and circulated in São Paulo in
1985, makes reference to the “white dominator” who upset the “harmonious social
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balance” in Africa. After contact, the English and Portuguese are charged by the
publication with having manipulated inter-tribe fighting to facilitate slave acquisition and
in so doing, destroyed the native culture, costumes and religion.211 The importance of
slavery to black identity took on new energy in the activist message. It considered the
legacy of the “white dominator” and “oppressive system” to be both historical and
contemporary to the everyday struggle of nonwhites in Brazilian society. As much at the
time of contact in Africa as during the military dictatorship, blacks were “suffering the
consequences of the white ideology, fighting against the marginalization that weighs
upon the [black] race, and fighting for a just society.” 212 These statements are
accompanied by illustrations that place whites at the hand of social injustice and racial
discrimination. The hiring manager refusing employment to a black applicant, the hotel
concierge turning away black patrons and the policeman abruptly asking blacks, but not
whites, for their identification documents on the street are all depicted as white men or
women. 213 Although many publications are peppered with comments like “[racial]
preconception exists, as much on the part of whites as blacks themselves,”214 I conclude
that the authors of these publications included these comments and concessions to avoid
being accused of “reverse racism” toward whites and not because the two populations
were actually considered equal in their perpetuation of racism.
The activist message sought to reach an “Afro”-Brazilian audience, excluding and
stigmatizing the white population in an attempt to incite consciousness within the black
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population. It is interesting and important to note the emphasis placed on collectivity by
saying “the black population.” This emphasis is repeated in phrases such as “the
formation of our race”215 and the “true fraternity of the black people.” 216 The ultimate
goal of black activism was black racial consciousness. It also wanted consciousness to
extend beyond the individual black man or woman to bring together an active black
community to fight for change. This ambition to promote group identity is evident in both
the structure and rhetoric of many publications, like Our Subject Is Politics, a political
pamphlet distributed in São Paulo during the 1982 legislative election. It periodically
poses questions to the audience, prompting group discussion and dynamic application of
the ideas presented in the publication.217 The same tactic is employed in the Novena de
Natal and National Labor Front (FNT) pamphlets. They engage directly with the
audience by asking thought and discussion provoking questions about the history and
contemporary circumstances of nonwhites in Brazil. Many questions refer to the legacy
of slavery such as “Do you and your friends know cases of disguised slavery today?”218
Others indicate that black people suffered since the time of the African diaspora and ask
representatives of the group to respond to how they collectively feel this applies to “the
black people today.”219
In addition to periodic questioning, many publications, both religious and
sectorial, use music as an opportunity to express activist ideals and encourage group
activity. This tactic is evident in Novena de Natal Advent service, which is broken into
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nine “encontros” (meetings). Participants are encouraged “to invite [their] neighbors and
family members that are not very well known to join [them]” in a season of hope and
realization that “should be utilized for the formation of new negro groups.”220 Each
encontro ends with an invitation to sing with the group one of the songs provided at the
end of the pamphlet. Much can be learned about the philosophy of black activism from
this selection of music. The lyrics of one song titled “Inhumane History” were:
No one deceive themselves/
No one deceive themselves/
Our history began inhumane…(2x)
There in the shanty the negros without liberty/
In the most sad cruelty/
Beaten across their backs/
Tormented by the horrors done to them/
Having opportunity they fled/
To form Quilombos…
And the inhumane history continues/
It infects plaza and road/
Puts [itself on] a plaque and gives itself [a] name/
And doesn’t look toward all of the sick people/
All of the innocent children/
That die of hunger.221
The pamphlet does not include information on the history of the selection of
music. The Black Pastoral Workers (Agentes de Pastoral Negros), an evangelical
organization, first published the Advent service in the city of Cotia, São Paulo in
1985. In 1980, the population of Cotia was 62,000. The content of the pamphlet
indicates that this music was known within the evangelical religious community
of Cotia. The Christian Training Center in the city of Sumaré, São Paulo also
published the service (year unknown). That it was published twice and in two
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locations suggests that the music was somewhat well known within the
evangelical community of São Paulo.
Our Subject Is Politics also includes music at the end of the pamphlet. The
lyrics of the song titled “I Want to Hear the Voice of the People” were:
I want, I want, I want to hear the voice of the people/
I want to see every person awakened
And discover within reality
That the seed of truth is ready to bloom
I want, I want, I want to hear the voice of the people/
The people are no longer crayfish/
I want to see every conscious person/
Discovering that they are people and walking to the front…
I want, I want, I want to hear the voice of the people/
I want to see every people in union/
Consciousness will not be won without effort/
Let’s open our eyes to see the situation.222
This pamphlet also does not include any historical background on the music. The
Diocesan Pastoral Center, the Roman Catholic diocese in the district of Guarulhos, São
Paulo, published it during the legislative election of 1982 to educate the community about
the history and structure of the Brazilian government. The message of the music is very
similar to the Novena de Natal pamphlet, suggesting the wider religious community in
São Paulo knew this kind of music during the military regime.
The black activism movement needed the cumulative strength of the “black
population” to incite change. The largest problem was that the collective black identity
did not exist at the time. During the military regime, racial identification was
ambiguously defined and discredited by the ideology of the “racial democracy.” The
majority of the population avoided the question of race. They expressed their belief that
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racism should not or could not exist in Brazil. The elite contingent also championed this
ideology. When racial discrimination was evident to either the actor or victim, it could
easily be disregarded as class based. And when all other aversion strategies failed, the
nonwhite population dismissed racial inequality as an issue that would only get worse if
they drew attention to it. All of this fragmented any sense of fraternity or community
within the “black population.” The social and aesthetic stigma attached to blackness also
discouraged the nonwhite population from strongly identifying as black. In the face of
this, black activism sought an “awakening” of the black people, calling to their attention
the unspoken truths that it believed would unite them. To quote from the Novena de Natal
pamphlet, “The black community in Brazil, in the face of a continuously repressive
scheme that the system imposes upon us, is resisting many groups that are forming, and
through [our own] authentic groups, we will be able to discover our history.”

A Different Kind of Education
The idea of “our history” was the driving force behind black activism. Black
history in education was almost entirely absent.223 The same was true about discussion of
the legacy of slavery and racial discrimination in Brazil in the academic and public
spheres. Talk of racism was discouraged at home, the private realm of influence and
growth. The message of black activism and racial consciousness during the military
regime wanted to tear down this social taboo by bringing the reality of racial inequality
into free and open discussion and essentially re-educating the black population.
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Activism often brings to the fight new information.

It also brings new

perspectives on common knowledge. Such was true in Brazil. The strategy of inciting
black racial consciousness was not to construct it around new information. It was to
awaken and develop it by active reflection on what the nonwhite population already knew
about their lives. According to the National Labor Front document, “the majority of
people say that discrimination does not exist here; but in practice, everyone knows facts
that clearly show discrimination, meaning to say an anticipated judgment [or] an opinion
formed without reflection. In these leaflets, we will reflect about the situation of blacks in
Brazil: how it is today, how it was yesterday.” 224 The alternative to reflection and
consciousness was to continue using the método de avestruz (ostrich method). The
philosophy of black activism soundly rejected this method of ignoring the concrete reality
and keeping one’s head stuck in the sand.225 It is not to say that aversion to the question
of racial inequality did not serve well for its purpose in the past. To make the ideology of
the “racial democracy” agree with the reality of living in it, nonwhites sidestepped the
issue. Toward the latter end of the military regime when the social and economic
circumstances were worsening for the nonwhite population, black activists believed the
need for action was long past the point of feigned ignorance.
The black activist message argued the most important component to the
development of black racial consciousness was an altogether restructured education on
the history and nature of slavery in Brazil. That the elite and nonwhite population
reinforced the ideology of miscegenation made it difficult to draw a parallel between the
life of slaves in the nineteenth century and the life of nonwhites in authoritarian society.
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Nonetheless, black activism championed the injustice and inhumanity of slavery as the
primordial beginning of black solidarity. Abdias do Nascimento made a statement to this
end in his address of the National Congress in 1983. The statement sought to dispel both
the ideology of miscegenation and the defense mechanism of “class” discrimination.
Congressman Senhor Raimundo Asfora argued the claim Do Nascimento made in
defense of the black population was excluding any claim in defense of the poor working
class in general. “I want to clarify to my noble colleague, whom I respect, that our fight is
not detached, in any manner, from all of the claims [made by] the oppressed of this
country,” Do Nascimento replied. “We constructed this country and [still] cannot open
its’ hand. This is not to say that we do not have our own specific problems, because no
other people of any other race, not even our Palestinian, Jewish or Asian brothers, none
of them was enslaved for 400 years here in Brazil - only us.”226
Slavery was abolished in 1888. Do Nascimento, however, said the black
population in Brazil was enslaved for 400 years. He said this because the black activist
message argued the social and racial hierarchy in many respects still enslaved AfroBrazilians. The trajectory of violence in Brazilian history is illustrated in these pamphlets
by vivid imagery depicting the truth about slavery. This kind of imagery would not have
been included in any common or standardized educational material. Nor did this truth
comply with the assertion that slavery in Brazil had been “benevolent.” Black slaves are
pictured in various states of suffering aboard slave ships and being driven in chains onto
the beaches of Brazil. An especially powerful illustration shows a struggling black
woman, bare-chested and detained on the ground, being torn from her children by two
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white men who simultaneously beat her with whips.227 The Catholic Church is also made
culpable for their denigration of the black slave to a “soulless animal.” The accusation is
accompanied by an image of a black slave being forced to whip another while two white
men and a priest stand at ease watching.228 (Fig. 7) Since abolition, the government
considered the legacy of slavery in Brazil something to be forgotten, not learned from. By
establishing that there was another truly divergent history of slavery than what the
nonwhite population learned (or did not learn) in school and at home, activists drew the
difficult parallel between the past and the present, between the slave shanty and the
favela.
In addition to racial discrimination in public and in the work force, the police are
referenced as perpetuating this contemporary slavery. “We have lived in a state of terror,”
wrote Do Nascimento. “Since 1890, the negro has been the most unrecognized political
prisoner of this country. Just by being negro, by practicing [his] native traditions - this is,
all for political reasons - he is still today the favorite victim of police violence.”229 The
fact that an unemployed black man or woman was a political crime in Brazil was
exacerbated by the well-established racial prejudice of the police toward the nonwhite
population. An excerpt taken from the newspaper, O Estado de São Paulo, testifies that
the phrase “A mulatto stopped is suspect; running is culprit” was inscribed on a mural at
the School of Police of the University of São Paulo.230 The headline of another article
from the Jornal do Brasil reads “PM (Military Police) ties and leads away favelados
(favela residents) by the neck.” A photo of an officer keeping guard over five black men
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tied together by the neck with rope accompanies the article. 231 (Fig. 8) Violent
discrimination by the police weighed heavily on Brazilian society during the military

Figure 7. “Violence in History.” A Violência de Nossa de Cada Dia,
5.

regime. It was an issue that concerned the population in general. These articles, however,
were cited as an attempt to draw attention to the higher degree of police violence directed
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toward the nonwhite population compared to the white. It was also to reflect on police
violence as only one of the many facts of life for nonwhites that stemmed from racial
discrimination. Paulo Sérgio Pinheiro, writing for the Folha de São Paulo newspaper in
1984 addressed this fact in his report of the death of a young black boy who had been
murdered by two members of the Military Police in Campinas, a municipality of São
Paulo. “In this glorious Scandinavian country, Brazil,” scorns Pinheiro “negros are in
danger for the simple reason of not being white.”232

Figure 8. Police Violence. Jornal do Brasil, 1985.

The periodic questioning that prompted group discussion often addresses
“commonly used” racial slurs and phrases. Whereas these comments would have likely
been couched in terms of class discrimination or ill-humored joking, black activists
decried that they were clearly racist in nature. Our Everyday Violence includes an
illustration of a young black boy being accosted by an array of accusatorily pointing
232
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fingers. The fingers are accompanied by phrases like “In Brazil, discrimination doesn’t
exist as long as the negro recognizes his place,” and “A white running is an athlete. A
negro running is a fugitive fleeing from the police.”233 (Fig. 9) Another set of racial slurs
is addressed by the National Labor Front document, some of which are “A rich negro is
moreno, a poor mulatto is black” and “Blacks reveal that they would like to be white on
the soul of their foot.”234 Not all verbal discrimination, however, was as pointedly racist.
An example is the saying the “preto doesn’t move up in life because he’s lazy.”235 This
saying resembles comments that resonated of class discrimination like “The poor man
only moves forward [in life] when he trips” or “The poor man only raises his head when
he looks at the plane passing [overhead].”236 But harsh racial slurs were not uncommon,
even in an intimate or private setting. This is evident in the personal testimonies related in
Chapter Two. Nonetheless, nonwhites commonly treated them with indifference.
The black activist message emphasized this kind of simple, everyday social
discrimination. It took the immediate circumstances surrounding social relations and
reflected on them from an “enlightened” perspective. Racial discrimination was illegal
and punishable by law. The black activist message called upon the “weapon of choice in
defense of the racial democracy,” the 1951 Afonso Arinos Law, to act in its true function
of “prohibiting and punishing any racist attitude in Brazil.”237 It also denounced the
inefficacy of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights signed by Brazilian
ambassador to the United Nations, Osvaldo Aranha, during the presidency of Marechal
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Eurico Gaspar Dutra.238 The difference between “the rights of the people” and reality was
best represented in the first four articles of this declaration.
Article One: All men are born free and equal in liberty and rights. They
have reason and consciousness. They should act as brothers, one with the
other.
Article Two: Every man has the capacity to exercise the rights (placed) in
this Declaration, without difference of race, color, sex, language,
religions, political opinion, wealth or birthright.
Article Three: Every man has the right to life, to liberty and to personal
security.
Article Four: No one will be held in slavery or servitude. Slavery and the
traffic of slaves will be prohibited in all of its forms.239
By referencing and inciting the anti-discriminatory legislation already in effect in Brazil,
the black activist movement gave credence to the fight against racial inequality.
Why wasn’t the message heard?
The black activist message denounced everything from inequality in labor
opportunities available to the freed slave immediately following abolition as opposed to
those available to the wave of European immigrants, to the pervasive idealization of
white aestheticism in the media, to the social stigmatization of the black population
through discriminatory treatment. It made allegations that were both true and reasonable.
These things happened in Brazil and they continued to affect the nonwhite population in
Brazilian society during the military regime. Furthermore, legislation was already in
place to prevent and punish racial discrimination. The black activism movement believed
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Figure 9. Racial Slurs and Phrases. A Violência de Nossa de
Cada Dia, 11.

the difference between what was written and what was real in Brazil was combatable
through an awakened consciousness and collective action of the black population.240 But
the “simplicity” of the matter - that this was reality and that it could change - was
240
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complicated by the estrangement of the audience from identifying with and wanting to
join the fight. The message made sense but there was an alternative identity to racial
identity with an alternative priority of life that was not represented in the message.
The legacy of the “racial democracy” made racial identity an ambiguously
defined qualification in Brazil. It held great significance for both the social and private
identity of an individual. The nonwhite population, however, did not recognize the
denigration, poverty and misrepresentation that immediately weighed upon them as being
entirely based in racial discrimination. Furthermore, not all nonwhites racially identified
as black. The National Labor Front publication approximated that in 1980, 44 percent of
the Brazilian population (then 119 million) were descendent of Africans or Indians. Of
that 44 percent, only 6 percent identified as preto and the other 38 percent as pardo
(mulato, mestiça, indigenous or caboclo).241 The decennial breakdown in the growth of
the pardo population matched that of Telles’ analysis discussed in Chapter Three. Since
1940, the mixed-race identifying population had grown. 242 The elite contended this
growth supported the ideologies of miscegenation, racial harmony and whitening. The
black activist message, however, denounced the ideology of whitening and its influence
on race identification as “an attempt of forgetting slavery, of disguising the oppression of
the negros and mulattos, of denying the negro identity.”243 The message did not address
the idea that there could be genuine belief in identifying as mixed-race. Activists
denominated most nonwhites as “black.” They wanted them to adopt their African
241
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heritage and “assume their blackness.” “To be an active participant in a [black]
movement organization,” John Burdick concluded, “requires, de facto, that one call
oneself black.” 244 But most Brazilians were in fact mixed-race. Many identified with and
took pride in their mixed-race ancestry, especially in the cosmopolitan southeast region
of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Did nonwhites have to identify as black when there
were many other racial components to their identity? He or she could also have been
Italian, perhaps German or Jewish, in quantity equal to African. It was only the
possibility of being born with dark skin that would make an individual the victim of
racial discrimination. For many nonwhites, having darker-skin and “black” physical
features was not enough to carry them to the fight for black racial consciousness.
This could be one reason that deterred the support of the nonwhite population for
the black activist movement during the military regime. The philosophy of activism
necessitated profound identification with the black cause. This is evident in every activist
publication analyzed here. For example, this statement from the National Labor Front
publication: “The [National Labor Front] group…seeks inside reality to awaken the
political and critical conscious of the negro in the recuperation of our identity, assuming
our blackness, in the discovery of our personal, communitarian values from within this
oppressive system.” 245 Our Everyday Violence begins by saying, “the fight of the negro
today, more than ever, is for life and to change the fetters of the misery and terror that are
impounded [upon us] daily.”246 Political representatives of the activist cause included
these sentiments in the message they sent to the Brazilian legislature such as this excerpt
taken from an advocacy speech given by councilwoman Benedita da Silva, representative
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of the Labor Party (PT) of Rio de Janeiro in 1983, to the Chamber of Deputies for
approval of the “National Day of African Liberation.” Her speech passionately upheld
African solidarity and the history of the brave “heroes of African liberation” that social
memory did not make figures of national pride. Silva concluded, “We, members of the
Brazilian negro population, are convinced of the existence of racial discrimination.”247
To be effective, the black activist message needed to ring out with power and
purpose, strictly defining who they were and what they wanted. Activists were blackidentifying, racially conscious Brazilian citizens who wanted the elite and “black
population” to address the issue of racial inequality. That many nonwhites racially
identified with multiple racial or cultural communities resulted in their estrangement
from the black activism movement. “Do I valorize my blackness? Of course! I take pride
in it,” an informant in Rio remarked. “But am I only black? No! I also am descended
from Indians, and from Europeans. Should I disdain these heritages? Why shouldn’t I
valorize all my heritages? Why should I pretend I only have one heritage when this is just
not true?”248 An individual, no matter how poor or marginalized, was not likely to
“assume their blackness” if they did not identify as black.
Hasenbalg and Silva asserted “the themes that appear in the black movementdenunciation of racism, retrieving black identity through culture-are things that seem very
abstract and distant for that great mass of the black population that confronts very
elementary problems of survival.” 249 The majority of the nonwhite population more
immediately concerned themselves with how the inferiority of their social or economic
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position, “the misery and terror of life,” could be changed by accessing opportunities for
work or education, not by adopting the all-consuming fight against racial discrimination.
Ana Lucia E.F. Valente concluded, “In a society in which misery is an overwhelming
social reality, blacks tend to be less concerned about color prejudice than they are about
basic economic issues.”
The black activist block did not characterize membership as light-hearted or
infrequent. It was the conscious choice to regularly and actively engage in the movement
for change in Brazil. The Mulher Dôssie publication concludes “the path that will lead to
the extinction of racism is arduous and difficult, demanding time, work and principally,
courage and persistence; change will only be made possible with daily involvement and
commitment.” 250 The Our Subject Is Politics pamphlet also places an emphasis on
political education and participation in the 1982 legislative election. The reader is asked
to reflect on questions like “In this election year, do you think it’s important to always be
more involved in the political situation? Yes? No? Why?” and “How is that that we are
able to make ourselves more involved?”251 These questions are followed by the statement
“It is important to be involved!!! There is no question [that it is important] and not only
because it is an election year…but continually.”252 Even if the audience agreed and
identified with this message, it would be difficult for them to take on the activist position
it called for. The black activist message spoke to those who suffered from “racial
discrimination;

marginalization;

deplorable

living

conditions;

underemployment

(subemprego); discrimination in securing employment and racial persecution at work;
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permanent repression and police violence.” 253 They would have found it almost
impossible to divert their physical and mental effort to anything other than their
immediate means for survival.
This argument is not mutually exclusive of the progress made by the black activist
movement in Brazil during the military regime. Its progress is evident in the pamphlets
analyzed in this chapter, none of which were produced or distributed by well-known
activist groups like the Unified Negro Movement (MNU) or Black Experimental Theater
(TEN). They were the work of small coalitions of racially conscious citizens in both
urban and rural areas of Brazil. This is significant because it shows that the activist
message spoke beyond the sphere of elite activism to be heard by the base. Just as silence
did not signify consent, because there was limited support for the cause of black activism
in Brazil did not mean there was no support at all.
Conclusion
In “Exposing Silence as Cultural Censorship: A Brazilian Case”, Robin Sheriff
coined the phrase “silent activism” to describe the agency of the nonwhite population in
Brazil.254 This idea, that black and mixed-race identifying Brazilians chose their silence
and were not silenced, is resonant of the argument presented here. The “official ideology”
concerning race - the admirable legacy of the “Brazilian racial democracy” - was not only
an ideological mechanism that supported the interests of the government and elite. It was
an integrated component of the many alternative identities, of the nonwhite population
and the Brazilian population in general, that developed since abolition through
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miscegenation and cultural sharing. That the myth was not real did not mean it did not
have very real consequences. The nonwhite population never accepted or internalized the
social hierarchy that made pervasive racial discrimination possible. They used the
ideology of the “racial democracy” as an attempt to make the incongruence of the official
ideology agree with reality.
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CONCLUSION

In 1996, president Fernando Henrique Cardoso publicly affirmed the existence of
racial discrimination in Brazil and opened discourse about affirmative action to combat
the issue of racial inequality. In 2001, the preliminary stages of affirmative action
policies were initiated at the university level. As of 2010, 51 public and private
universities had adopted race quotas for students of African-Brazilian ancestry. The
population in general greeted the policies with approval for their moral and progressive
intention to provide opportunities for social mobility and educational advancement to the
historically oppressed, socioeconomically disadvantaged African-Brazilian population.
As we have seen, however, the difficulty of changing or eliminating racism in Brazil is
not in awakening consciousness on the discrepancy between ideology and reality. The
difficulty is the unanswered question of how to define race in Brazil.
Seth Racusen commented, “The Brazilian fiction of identity as appearance has
constructed an atomized and ambivalent Afro-Brazilian identity that complicated the use
of categories to develop equal opportunity policies.”255 At the outset, the wording used in
the determination of applicants eligible under the quota supported the inclusion of selfidentifying pretos and pardos, racial categories that have historically represented distinct
color identities. In 2003, the terminology narrowed to include only applicants self-
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identifying as preto. Consequently, the opposition contingent to affirmative action has
argued the ambiguity of an umbrella preto category will function much like the census
pardo category discussed in Chapter One. Instead of representing emic color-race
identity, it quantified the “finely partitioned rainbow” into an identifiable beneficiary
population. Nonetheless, the designation of those eligible under affirmative action has
proven to be challenging.
The nuanced challenge is essentially twofold. First, the ideology and legacy of
miscegenation, what Racusen referred to as “the Brazilian fiction of identity,” allows for
the liberal interpretation of “certain markers that complicate the distinguishing of those
on the border of whiteness and brownness, the relevant divide for Brazilian affirmative
action.”256 The result of the blending and mixing of the Brazilian population cannot be
easily ordered into eligible and non-eligible. Furthermore, anthropologists who oppose
affirmative action on the basis of inefficacy argue “race-conscious policies force
Brazilians to identify in divisive racial categories and that race, since it cannot be based
on science, cannot provide a sound government policy.”257 Second, self-identity and
social perception of an individuals’ race are often different. “Identity is fully contextual
and relational,” Merida Blanco explained. “Self-presentation [of race] responds to
perceptions of how an identity claim will be received in a specific context.”258 This
tendency has impacted the definition and verification of beneficiaries for the quota, with
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data suggesting that commissions evaluating candidates often disagree with candidate
self-identity.259 The result has been either very high or very low rates of acceptance.
“Affirmative action on the basis of race directly counters the absorptionist aspects
of racial democracy by providing the first material incentive to identify as black or
brown,” Racusen concluded. “In so doing, affirmative action also communicates that
racial identity can positively affect life chances.”260 The complexity of amending the
problem of racial discrimination, however, is in addressing the interdependent variables
of race, color and class. The efficacy of affirmative action will be determined by its
ability to resolve the ideology of the “racial democracy” with the repercussions of its
legacy.
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